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Abstract
We establish a quantum cluster algebra structure on the quantum Grothendieck
ring of a certain monoidal subcategory of the category of finite-dimensional represen-
tations of a simply-laced quantum affine algebra. Moreover, the pq, tq-characters of
certain irreducible representations, among which fundamental representations, are ob-
tained as quantum cluster variables. This approach gives a new algorithm to compute
these pq, tq-characters. As an application, we prove that the quantum Grothendieck
ring of a larger category of representations of the Borel subalgebra of the quantum
affine algebra, defined in a previous work as a quantum cluster algebra, contains in-
deed the well-known quantum Grothendieck ring of the category of finite-dimensional
representations. Finally, we display our algorithm on a concrete example.
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1 Introduction
Finite-dimensional representations of quantum affine algebras have been classified by Chari-
Pressley [CP95b] with a quantum analog of Cartan’s highest weight classification of finite-
dimensional representations of simple Lie algebras. Combining this classification with the
notations from Frenkel-Reshetikhin q-character [FR99] theory, one gets the following.
Let g be a finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra, and Uqpgˆq be the quantum affine
algebra. Irreducible finite-dimensional representations of Uqpgˆq are indexed by monomials
in the infinite set of variables tYi,auiPI,aPCˆ , where I “ t1, . . . , nu are the vertices of the
Dynkin diagram of g. For such a monomial m, the corresponding simple Uqpgˆq-module is
denoted by Lpmq. If the monomial is just one term m “ Yi,a, the corresponding simple
module LpYi,aq is called a fundamental module. Chari-Pressley classification result also
implies that every simple module can be obtained as a subquotient of a tensor product of
such fundamental modules.
This classification is a major result in the way of obtaining information of the finite-
dimensional representations of quantum affine algebras. However, it gives limited infor-
mation regarding the structure of the modules in themselves. For that purpose, Frenkel
and Reshetikhin have developed a theory of q-characters, giving the decomposition of the
modules into generalized eigenspaces for the action of a large commutative subalgebra of
Uqpgˆq. Frenkel-Mukhin established an algorithm to compute those q-characters [FM01].
This algorithm is guaranteed to work on fundamental modules, but not on all irreducible
Uqpgˆq-modules [NN11].
Then, when g is of simply-laced type, Nakajima [Nak01] used the input from geometry,
and more precisely perverse sheaves on quiver varieties, to construct t-deformations of
these q-characters, called pq, tq-characters, as elements of a quantum Grothendieck ring. He
introduced a second base for the Grothendieck ring of the category of finite-dimensional
representations of Uqpgˆq, also indexed by the monomials in the variables tYi,auiPI,aPCˆ ,
formed by the standard modules. Geometrically, these standard modules correspond to
constant sheaves, but algebraically, for each monomial m, the standard module Mpmq can
be seen as the tensor product of the fundamental modules corresponding to each of the
factors in m, in a particular order (see also [VV02]).
He first used a t-deformed version of Frenkel-Mukhin’s algorithm to compute pq, tq-
characters for the fundamental modules, then extended the pq, tq-characters to the standard
modules, denoted rMpmqst. Next, he defined pq, tq-characters for the simple modules as
some unique family of elements rLpmqst of the quantum Grothendieck ring satisfying some
invariant property, as well as having a decomposition of the form
rLpmqst “ rMpmqst `
ÿ
m1ăm
Qm1,mptqrMpm
1qst, (1.1)
where ă is a partial order on the set of Laurent monomials in the variables tYi,auiPI,aPCˆ ,
defined by Nakajima, and Qm1,mptq P Zrt
˘1s is a Laurent polynomial.
Nakajima then showed that these pq, tq-characters were indeed t-deformations of the
q-characters, in the sense that the evaluation of the pq, tq-characters at t “ 1 recovers the q-
characters. Finally, inverting the unitriangular decomposition (1.1), one gets an algorithm,
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of the Kazhdan-Lusztig type, to compute the pq, tq-characters, and so the q-characters of
all simple finite-dimensional Uqpgˆq-modules.
This algorithm is theoretically computable, but as noted in [Nak10], trying to compute
it in reality can easily exceed the size of computer memory available. The first step of the
algorithm is to compute the pq, tq-characters of the fundamental representations, and for
example, for g of type E8, the 5th fundamental representation requires 120Go of memory
to compute.
In [HL10] Hernandez and Leclerc introduced a new point of view on representations
of quantum affine algebras, using the theory of cluster algebras that was developed by
Fomin and Zelevinsky in the early 2000’s [FZ02], [FZ03], [BFZ05],[FZ07]. In [HL16a] they
established a new algorithm to compute q-characters of a particular class of irreducible
modules, called Kirillov-Reshetikhin modules, which include the fundamental modules, us-
ing the cluster algebra structure of the Grothendieck ring of a subcategory of the category
of finite-dimensional Uqpgˆq-modules. The picture is completed when put into the broader
context of the category O` of representations of Uqpgˆq, introduced by Hernandez-Jimbo
in [HJ12]. In [HL16b], Hernandez and Leclerc showed that the Grothendieck ring of this
category, which contains the finite-dimensional representations, is isomorphic to a cluster
algebra built on an infinite quiver, while explicitly giving the identification.
In a previous work [Bit19b], the author defined the quantum Grothendieck ring for
this category O` of representations as a quantum cluster algebra, as defined by Berenstein
and Zelevinsky [BZ05]. However, the question of whether this quantum Grothendieck ring
contained the quantum Grothendieck of the category of finite-dimensional representation,
as used by Nakajima, was only proven in type A, and remained conjectural for other types.
In this Chapter we propose to show that, when g is of simply-laced type, the quantum
Grothendieck ring of a certain monoidal subcategory of the category of finite-dimensional
Uqpgˆq-modules has a quantum cluster algebra structure (Proposition 7.3.3). The proof
relies heavily on a family of relations satisfied by the pq, tq-characters of the Kirillov-
Reshetikhin modules called quantum T -systems proved in [Nak03a]. These relations are
t-deformations of the T -systems relations, first stated in [KNS94]. These relations have not
been generalized to non-simply-laced types, except for type Bn in [HO19]. This is the main
reason why the results of this chapter are limited to ADE types. This quantum cluster
algebra approach gives a new algorithm to compute the pq, tq-characters of the Kirillov-
Reshetikhin modules, and in particular of the fundamental modules (see Proposition 6.3.1).
This algorithm seems more efficient, at least in terms of number of steps, than the Frenkel-
Mukhin algorithm (see Remark 7.3.6).
For certain subcategories of the category of finite-dimensional Uqpgˆq-modules generated
by a finite number of fundamental modules, Qin obtained in [Qin17] in a different context
results similar to some results whose direct proofs are given here (see Remark 5.2.5). In
this present work, we give explicit sequences of mutations to obtain pq, tq-characters of
fundamental modules.
Next, we use this new result to prove a conjecture that was stated by the author in the
aforementionned work [Bit19b]. This previous work dealt with a category O` of represen-
tations of the Borel subalgebra of the quantum affine algebra, which contains the finite-
dimensional Uqpgˆq-modules. The quantum Grothendieck ring of this category was defined
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as a quantum cluster algebra, and it was conjectured that this ring contained the quantum
Grothendieck ring of the category of finite-dimensional representations. Here, we show
that the quantum cluster algebra considered in [Bit19b] can be seen as a twisted version
(in the sense of [GL14]) of the quantum cluster algebra occurring in the finite-dimensional
case (see Proposition 7.2.3). As an application, the pq, tq-characters of the fundamental
modules are obtained as quantum cluster variables in the quantum Grothendieck ring of
the category O` (Proposition 7.3.3), and the inclusion of quantum Grothendieck rings
conjectured in [Bit19b] follows naturally (Theorem 7.3.1 and Corollary 7.3.5).
Note that these results extend the algorithm to compute pq, tq-characters of some simple
modules in the category O`. However, for this category of representations, the question
of defining analogs of standard modules remains open. The author tackled this question
in a previous work [Bit19a], and gave a complete answer when the underlying simple Lie
algebra is g “ sl2. This work is also a partial answer to the first point of Nakajima’s "to
do" list from [Nak11].
The author would also like to note that in type A, parallel results to the ones pre-
sented here were proven in [Tur18], via a different approach. In this work, pq, tq-characters
of Kirillov-Reshetikhin modules are also obtained as quantum cluster variables in some
quantum cluster algebra, the method uses a generalization of the tableaux-sum notations
introduced by Nakajima in [Nak03b].
Finally, we use this algorithm to explicitly compute, when g is of type D4, the pq, tq-
character of the fundamental representation at the trivalent node.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sections 2 and 3 we recall notations and results
regarding finite-dimensional representations of quantum affine algebras. In Section 4, we
recall results regarding the t-deformation of Grothendieck rings, such as pq, tq-characters
and quantum T -systems. In Section 5 we prove the existence of a quantum cluster algebra
At with t-commutations relations coherent with the framework of pq, tq-characters. Then,
in Section 6 we prove that this quantum cluster algebra is isomorphic to the quantum
Grothendieck ring of a certain monoidal subcategory of the category of finite-dimensional
Uqpgˆq-modules; in this process, we established an algorithm to compute pq, tq-characters of
Kirillov-Reshetikhin modules. Section 7 is devoted to the category O`, and to the proof
of the inclusion Conjecture of [Bit19b]. Finally, the explicit computation mentioned just
above is done in Section 8.
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4
2 Cartan data and quantum Cartan data
2.1 Root data
Let us fix some notations for the rest of the paper. Let the g be a simple Lie algebra of
rank n and of type A,D or E. This restriction is necessary as one of the main arguments
of the proof is the quantum T -systems, which have only been proven for these types as
yet. Let γ be the Dynkin diagram of g and let I :“ t1, . . . , nu be the set of vertices of γ.
The Cartan matrix of g is the nˆ n matrix C such that
Ci,j “
$&
%
2 if i “ j,
´1 if i „ j ( i and j are adjacent vertices of γ ) ,
0 otherwise.
Let us denote by pαiqiPI the simple roots of g, pα
_
i qiPI the simple coroots and pωiqiPI
the fundamental weights. We will use the usual lattices Q “
À
iPI Zαi, Q
` “
À
iPI Nαi
and P “
À
iPI Zωi. Let PQ “ P b Q, endowed with the partial ordering : ω ď ω
1 if and
only if ω1 ´ ω P Q`.
The Dynkin diagram of g is numbered as in [Kac90], and let a1, a2, . . . , an be the Kac
labels (a0 “ 1).
Let h be the (dual) Coxeter number of g:
g An Dn E6 E7 E8
h n` 1 2n ´ 2 12 18 30
(2.1)
2.2 Quantum Cartan matrix
Let z be an indeterminate.
Definition 2.2.1. The quantum Cartan matrix of g is the matrix Cpzq with entries,
Cijpzq “
$&
%
z ` z´1 if i “ j,
´1 if i „ j,
0 otherwise.
Remark 2.2.2. The evaluation Cp1q is the Cartan matrix of g. As detpCq ‰ 0, then
detpCpzqq ‰ 0 and we can define C˜pzq, the inverse of the matrix Cpzq. The entries of the
matrix C˜pzq belong to Qpzq.
One can write
Cpzq “ pz ` z´1q Id´A,
where A is the adjacency matrix of γ. Hence,
C˜pzq “
`8ÿ
m“0
pz ` z´1q´m´1Am.
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Therefore, we can write the entries of C˜pzq as power series in z. For all i, j P I,
C˜ijpzq “
`8ÿ
m“1
C˜i,jpmqz
m P Zrrzss. (2.2)
Example 2.2.3. (i) For g “ sl2, one has
C˜11 “
`8ÿ
n“0
p´1qnz2n`1 “ z ´ z3 ` z5 ´ z7 ` z9 ´ z11 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ (2.3)
(ii) For g “ sl3, one has
C˜ii “ z ´ z
5 ` z7 ´ z11 ` z13 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ , 1 ď i ď 2
C˜ij “ z
2 ´ z4 ` z8 ´ z10 ` z14 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ , 1 ď i ‰ j ď 2.
We will need the following lemma (see [Bit19b, Lemma 3.2.4]):
Lemma 2.2.4. For all pi, jq P I2,
C˜ijpm´ 1q ` C˜ijpm` 1q ´
ÿ
k„j
C˜ikpmq “ 0, @m ě 1,
C˜ijp1q “ δi,j .
Let us extend the functions C˜ij to symmetrical functions on Z
Ci,jpmq :“ C˜ijpmq ` C˜ijp´mq pm P Zq, (2.4)
with the usual convention C˜ijpmq “ 0 if m ď 0.
Then Lemma 2.2.4 translates as:
Cijpm´ 1q `Cijpm` 1q ´
ÿ
k„j
Cikpmq “
"
2δi,j if m “ 0,
0 otherwise.
(2.5)
2.3 Height function
As g is simply-laced, its Dynkin diagram γ is a bipartite graph. There is partition I “ I0\I1
such that every edge in γ connects a vertex of I0 to a vertex of I1.
Definition 2.3.1. Define, for all i P I,
ξi “
"
0 if i P I0
1 if i P I1
(2.6)
The map ξ : I Ñ t0, 1u is called a height function on γ.
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Remark 2.3.2. In more generality, every function ξ : I Ñ Z satisfying
ξpjq “ ξpiq ˘ 1, when j „ i
is a height function on γ. It defines an orientation of the Dynkin diagram γ:
iÑ j if ξpjq “ i` 1.
Our particular choice of height function defines a sink-source orientation.
Example 2.3.3. If g if of type D5, then γ is
and if we fix ξ1 “ 0, then
ξ1 “ 1, ξ3 “ 1,
ξ2 “ 0, ξ4 “ 0.
From now on, we fix such a height function ξ.
We will also use the notation:
ǫi :“ p´1q
ξi P t˘1u pi P Iq. (2.7)
2.4 Semi-infinite quiver
Let us define an infinite quiver Γ as in [HL16a].
First, let
Iˆ :“
ď
iPI
pi, 2Z ` ξiq . (2.8)
Let Γ be the quiver with vertex set Iˆ and arrows
ppi, rq Ñ pj, sqq ðñ pCi,j ‰ 0 and s “ r ` Ci,jq . (2.9)
Example 2.4.1. For g “ sl4, one choice of Iˆ is
Iˆ “ p1, 2Zq Y p2, 2Z ` 1q Y p3, 2Zq,
and Γ is the following:
...
... p2, 1q
vv♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
((P
PP
PP
P
OO
...
p1, 0q
))❘
❘❘❘
❘
OO
p3, 0q
vv❧❧❧
❧❧
OO
p2,´1q
vv❧❧❧
❧
))❘
❘❘❘
OO
p1,´2q
))❘
❘❘❘
OO
p3,´2q
vv❧❧❧
❧
OO
p2,´3q
vv♥♥♥
♥♥
((P
PP
PP
OO
p1,´4q
OO
...
OO
p3,´4q
OO
...
OO
...
OO
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Definition 2.4.2. Let
Iˆ´ :“ Iˆ X pI ˆ Zď0q .
And define G´ to be the semi-infinite subquiver of Γ of vertex set Iˆ´.
Let
Jˆ :“ pI ˆ Zq zIˆ . (2.10)
Example 2.4.3. Following Example 2.4.1, for g “ sl4, with the same choice of height
function, one has
Iˆ´ “ p1, 2Zď0q Y p2, 2Zď0 ´ 1q Y p3, 2Zď0q,
and G´ is the following:
p1, 0q
))❘
❘❘❘
❘ p3, 0q
vv❧❧❧
❧❧
p2,´1q
vv❧❧❧
❧
))❘
❘❘❘
p1,´2q
))❘❘
❘❘
OO
p3,´2q
vv❧❧❧
❧
OO
p2,´3q
vv♥♥♥
♥♥
((P
PPP
P
OO
p1,´4q
OO
...
OO
p3,´4q
OO
...
OO
...
OO
Finally, we recall a useful notation from [HL16a]. For pi, rq P Iˆ´, define
ki,r :“
´r ` ξi
2
. (2.11)
The vertex pi, rq is the ki,rth vertex in its column in G
´, starting at the top.
3 Finite-dimensional representations of quantum affine alge-
bras
In this section, we recall the notations and different results regarding quantum affine alge-
bras and finite-dimensional representations of quantum affine algebras.
3.1 Quantum affine algebra
Let gˆ be the untwisted affine Lie algebra corresponding to g.
Fix an nonzero complex number q, which is not a root of unity, and h P C such that
q “ eh. Then for all r P Q, qr :“ erh. Since q is not a root of unity, for r, s P Q, we have
qr “ qs if and only if r “ s.
Let Uqpgˆq be the quantum enveloping algebra of the Lie algebra gˆ (see [CP95a]), it is a
C-Hopf algebra.
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3.2 Finite-dimensional representations
Let C be the category of all (type 1) finite-dimensional Uqpgˆq-modules. As Uqpgˆq is a
Hopf algebra, C is a tensor category. The simple modules in C have been classified by
Chari-Pressley ([CP95a]), in terms of Drinfeld polynomials.
The simple finite-dimensional Uqpgˆq-modules are indexed by the monomials in the infi-
nite set of variables pYi,aqiPI,aPCˆ , called dominant monomials ([FR99]). For such a mono-
mial m, let Lpmq denote the corresponding simple Uqpgˆq-module.
We define the following sets of dominant monomials:
M “
#ź
finite
Y
ni,r
i,qr | pi, rq P Iˆ , ni,r P Zě0, ni,r “ 0 except for a finite number of pi, rq
+
,
M´ “
#ź
finite
Y
ni,r
i,qr | pi, rq P Iˆ
´, ni,r P Zě0, ni,r “ 0 except for a finite number of pi, rq
+
.
Definition 3.2.1. Let CZ be the full subcategory of C of objects whose composition factors
are of the form Lpmq, with m PM.
Let C´Z be the full subcategory of C of objects whose composition factors are of the
form Lpmq, with m PM´.
The category CZ is a tensor category and C
´
Z is a monoidal category ([HL10, 5.2.4] and
[HL16a, Proposition 3.10]).
Remark 3.2.2. Every simple object in C can be written as a tensor product of simple
objects which are essentially in CZ (see [HL10, Section 3.7]). Thus, the description of the
simple objects of C reduces to the description of the simple objects of CZ.
Let us introduce some particular irreducible finite-dimensional representations.
Definition 3.2.3. For all pi, rq P Iˆ, Vi,r :“ LpYi,rq is called a fundamental module.
For all pi, rq P Iˆ , k P Zą0, let
m
piq
k,r :“ Yi,rYi,r`2 ¨ ¨ ¨Yi,r`2k´2, (3.1)
the corresponding irreducible module Lpm
piq
k,rq is called a Kirillov-Reshetikhin module, or
KR-module, and denote by
W
piq
k,r :“ Lpm
piq
k,rq. (3.2)
Note that fundamental module are particular KR-modules, for k “ 1,m
piq
1,r “ Yi,r.
3.3 q-characters and truncated q-characters
Frenkel and Reshetikhin introduced in [FR99] an injective ring morphism, called the q-
character morphism, on the Grothendieck ring K0pC q of the category C :
χq : K0pC q Ñ Z
”
Y ˘1i,a | i P I, a P C
ˆ
ı
. (3.3)
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Moreover, the q-character χqpV q of a Uqpgˆq-module V gives information about the de-
composition into Jordan subspaces for the action of a large commutative subalgebra of
Uqpgˆq.
Here, as we restrict ourselves to the study of the category CZ, the q-character will only
involve variables Y ˘1i,qr , for pi, rq P Iˆ. Hence, for simplicity of notation we denote them by:
Yi,r :“ Yi,qr . The q-character we are interested in is the injective ring morphism:
χq : K0pCZq Ñ Y :“ Z
”
Y ˘1i,r | pi, rq P Iˆ
ı
. (3.4)
We use the usual notation [FR99],
Ai,r :“ Yi,r´1Yi,r`1
˜ź
j„i
Yj,r,
¸´1
. (3.5)
for all pi, rq P Jˆ (see (2.10)). Note that Ai,r is a Laurent monomial in the variables Yj,s,
with pj, sq P Iˆ. The monomials Ai,r are analogs of the simple roots.
Proposition 3.3.1. [FM01, Theorem 4.1] For m a dominant monomial in M, the q-
character of the finite-dimensional irreducible representation Lpmq is of the form
χqpLpmqq “ m
˜
1`
ÿ
p
Mp
¸
, (3.6)
where Mp is a monomial in the variables A
´1
i,r , with pi, rq P Jˆ .
Let us recall Nakajima’s partial order on monomials. For m and m1 Laurent monomials
in Y,
m ď m1 ðñ m1m´1 is a product of Ai,r, with pi, rq P Iˆ . (3.7)
Remark 3.3.2. Note that Proposition 3.3.1 can be translated as follows: for all dominant
monomials m, the monomials occurring in the q-character of the finite-dimensional irre-
ducible representation Lpmq are lower than m, for Nakajima’s partial order.
We also recall the truncated q-characters from [HL10]. For m a monomial in M´,
the q-character χqpLpmqq may contain Laurent monomials in which variables Yi,r, with
pi, rq P IˆzIˆ´ occur. Let χ´q pLpmqq be the Laurent polynomial obtained from χqpLpmqq by
removing any such Laurent monomial. By definition
χ´q pLpmqq P Z
”
Y ˘1i,r | pi, rq P Iˆ
´
ı
. (3.8)
Example 3.3.3. For g of type A2, one has
χ´q pLpY1,0qq “ Y1,0,
χ´q pLpY1,´2qq “ Y1,´2 ` Y
´1
1,0 Y2,´1,
χ´q pLpY1,´4qq “ Y1,´4 ` Y
´1
1,´2Y2,´3 ` Y
´1
2,´1 “ χqpLpY1,´4qq.
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Proposition 3.3.4. [HL16a, Proposition 3.10] The assignment rLpmqs ÞÑ χ´q pLpmqq ex-
tends to an injective ring homomorphism
K0pC
´
Z q Ñ Z
”
Y ˘1i,r | pi, rq P Iˆ
´
ı
. (3.9)
As such, all simple modules in C´Z are identified with their isoclasses through the
truncated q-character morphism.
3.4 Cluster algebra structure
One of the main ingredient we want to use in this work is the cluster algebra structure of
the Grothendieck ring of the category C´Z .
Consider the cluster algebra A :“ Apu,G´q, with initial seed pu,G´q, where
• u are initial cluster variables indexed by Iˆ´, u “
!
ui,r | pi, rq P Iˆ
´
)
,
• G´ is the semi-infinite quiver with vertex set Iˆ´ defined in the previous section.
Consider the identification, for all pi, rq P Iˆ´,
ui,r ”
ź
kě0
r`2kď0
Yi,r`2k. (3.10)
This identification makes sense, as these monomials are algebraically independent.
From the Laurent phenomenon, we know that all cluster variables of A are Laurent
polynomials in the variables ui,r. Thus, via the identification (3.10), A is seen as a subring
of Z
”
Y ˘1i,r | pi, rq P Iˆ
´
ı
.
Theorem 3.4.1. [HL16a, Theorem 5.1] The injective ring homomorphism χ´q is an iso-
morphism between the Grothendieck ring of the category C´Z and the cluster algebra A,
after identification (3.10):
χ´q : K0pC
´
Z q
„
ÝÑ A. (3.11)
Moreover, truncated q-characters of Kirillov-Reshetikhin modules can be obtained as
cluster variables, via the identification of initial seed (3.10), it is the main result of [HL16a].
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4 Quantum Grothendieck rings
We will recall in this section the definition of the quantum Grothendieck ring of the category
CZ, introduce that of the category C
´
Z , and study those rings.
Let t be an indeterminate. The quantum Grothendieck rings of the categories CZ and
C
´
Z are non-commutative t-deformations of the Grothendieck rings.
4.1 Quantum torus
Let Yt be the Zrt
˘1s-algebra generated by the variables Y ˘1i,r , for pi, rq P Iˆ, and the t-
commutations relations:
Yi,r ˚ Yj,s “ t
Ni,jpr´sqYj,s ˚ Yi,r, (4.1)
where Ni,j : ZÑ Z is the antisymmetrical map:
Ni,jpmq “ Ci,jpm` 1q ´Ci,jpm´ 1q, @m P Z, (4.2)
using the notations from Section 2.2. .
Remark 4.1.1. Here we work with the quantum torus of [Her04] and [HL15], which is
slightly different from the original quantum torus used to define the quantum Grothendieck
ring in [Nak04] and [VV03].
Example 4.1.2. If we continue Example 2.2.3, for g “ sl2, in this case, Iˆ “ p1, 2Zq, for
r P Z, one has
Y1,2r ˚ Y1,2s “ t
2p´1qs´rY1,2s ˚ Y1,2r, @s ą r ą 0. (4.3)
The Zptq-algebra Yt is viewed as a quantum torus of infinite rank.
We extend this quantum torus by adjoining a fixed square root t1{2 of t:
Yt :“ Zrt
1{2s bZrts Yt. (4.4)
Let Y´t be the quantum torus defined exactly the same way, except by only taking as
generators the Y ˘1i,r , for pi, rq P Iˆ
´.
Let us denote by
π : Yt Ñ Y
´
t , (4.5)
the projection of Yt onto Y
´
t ,
πpYi,rq “ 0 if pi, rq P IˆzIˆ
´. (4.6)
Remark 4.1.3. Even if Y´t is an infinite rank quantum torus, it can be seen as a limit of
finite rank quantum tori. As finite rank quantum tori are of polynomial growth, they are
Ore domains (see [IM94]). Moreover, the Ore condition being local (any pair of elements
of Y´t belongs to some sufficiently larger finite rank quantum torus), Y
´
t is an Ore domain.
Hence we can consider its skew field of fractions Ft.
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4.2 Commutative monomials
For a family of integers with finitely many non-zero components pui,rqpi,rqPIˆ , define the
commutative monomial
ś
pi,rqPIˆ Y
ui,r
i,r asź
pi,rqPIˆ
Y
ui,r
i,r :“ t
1
2
ř
pi,rqăpj,sq ui,ruj,sNi,jpr,sqÝÑ˚
pi,rqPIˆY
ui,r
i,r , (4.7)
where on the right-hand side an order on Iˆ is chosen so as to give meaning to the sum,
and the product ˚ is ordered by it (notice that the result does not depend on the order
chosen).
The commutative monomials form a basis of the Zrt1{2s-vector space Yt.
The non-commutative product of two commutative monomials m1 and m2 in Yt is
given by:
m1 ˚m2 “ t
Dpm1,m2qm2 ˚m1 “ t
1
2
Dpm1,m2qm1m2, (4.8)
where m1m2 denotes the commutative product of the monomials, and
Dpm1,m2q “
ÿ
pi,rq,pj,sqPIˆ
ui,rpm1quj,spm2qNi,jpr, sq. (4.9)
4.3 Quantum Grothendieck ring KtpCZq
We define the quantum Grothendieck ring KtpCZq of the category CZ as in [HL15, Section
5.4] (see Remark 4.1.1 for original references).
For all pi, rq P Jˆ , let Ai,r denote the commutative monomial in Yt defined as in (3.5):
Ai,r :“ Yi,r´1Yi,r`1
˜ź
j„i
Yj,r
¸´1
.
For all i P I, define Ki,t the subring of Yt generated by the
Yi,r
´
1`A´1i,r`1
¯
, Y ˘1j,s
´
pi, rq, pj, sq P Iˆ , j ‰ i
¯
. (4.10)
In [Her03], the Ki,t are defined as kernels of t-deformed screening operators, motivated
by the results in [FR99]. Let us detail this, as it will be important in the proof of the main
result. For all i P I, define the free Yt-modules
Y lt,i :“
ÿ
rPZ|pi,rqPIˆ
Yt ¨ Si,r.
Then let Yt,i be the quotient of Y
l
t,i by the left-Yt-module generated by the elements
Qi,r :“ A
´1
i,r`1Si,r`2 ´ t
2Si,r, @pi, rq P Iˆ .
Lemma 4.3.1. For all i P I, the module Yt,i is free.
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Proof. The elements Qi,r are linearly independent and for all r0 such that pi, r0q P Iˆ fixed,
the set tQi,r, Si,r0 | pi, rq P Iu forms a basis of Y
l
t,i.
Hence Yt,i is a quotient of a free module by a submodule generated by elements of a
basis, thus it is free.
From [Her03], for all i P I, there exists a Zrt˘1{2s-linear map
Si,t : Yt Ñ Yi,t, (4.11)
which is a derivation and such that
Ki,t “ kerpSi,tq. (4.12)
Finally, let
KtpCZq :“
č
iPI
Ki,t. (4.13)
From [Nak01] and [Her04] we know that for all dominant monomials m P M, there
exists a unique element Ftpmq P KtpCZq such that m occurs in Ftpmq with multiplicity
1 and no other dominant monomial occurs in Ftpmq. Thus, all elements of KtpCZq are
characterized by the coefficients of their dominant monomials.
The Ftpmq linearly generate KtpCZq.
Remark 4.3.2. For all pi, rq P Iˆ´,
FtpYi,rq “ rLpYi,rqst. (4.14)
The rLpYi,rqst generate KtpC
´
Z q algebraically.
4.4 The pq, tq-characters
For a dominant monomial m PM, write it as a commutative monomial in Yt:
m “
ź
pi,rqPIˆ
Y
ni,rpmq
i,r P Yt. (4.15)
Define
rMpmqst :“ t
αpmqÐÝ˚
rPZF
˜ź
iPI
Y
ni,rpmq
i,r
¸
P KtpCZq, (4.16)
where αpmq P 1
2
Z is fixed such that m occurs with multiplicity one in the expansion of
rMpmqst on the basis of the commutative monomials of Yt, and the product
ÐÝ˚ is taken
with decreasing r P Z.
In particular, from (4.14), for all pi, rq P Iˆ,
rLpYi,rqst “ rMpYi,rqst. (4.17)
One has, for all m PM,
rMpmqst
t“1
ÝÝÑ χqpMpmqq. (4.18)
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This result is a direct consequence of the definition of rMpmqst, as it is satisfied for the
fundamental modules rLpYi,rqst “ FtpYi,rq. Thus rMpmqst is called the pq, tq-character of
the standard module Mpmq.
As in [Nak04], we consider the Z-algebra anti-automorphism of Yt defined by:
t1{2 “ t´1{2, Yi,r “ Yi,r,
´
pi, rq P Iˆ
¯
. (4.19)
This map is called the bar-involution.
Theorem 4.4.1. [Nak04] There exists a unique family trLpmqstumPM of elements of
KtpCZq such that, for all m PM,
• rLpmqst “ rLpmqst,
• rLpmqst P rMpmqst `
ř
m1ăm t
´1Zrt´1srMpm1qst, where m
1 ă m for Nakajima’s par-
tial order (3.7).
The following Theorem extends (4.18), but more importantly gives an algorithm, sim-
ilar to the Kazhdan-Lusztig algorithm, to compute the pq, tq-characters (and thus the
q-characters) of the simple modules.
Theorem 4.4.2. [Nak04, Corollary 3.6] The evaluation at t “ 1 of the pq, tq-characters
recovers the q-characters. For all m PM,
rLpmqst
t“1
ÝÝÑ χqpLpmqq P Y.
Moreover, the coefficients of the expansion of rLpmqst as a linear combination of Laurent
monomials in the variables pYi,rqpi,rqPIˆ belong to Nrt
˘1s.
Note that the positivity result of this Theorem has only been proven for ADE types as
yet.
4.5 Truncated pq, tq-characters and quantum Grothendieck ring KtpC
´
Z q
As in Section 3.3, one can define truncated versions of the pq, tq-characters.
For all dominant monomials m inM´, let rLpmqs´t be the Laurent polynomial obtained
from rLpmqst by removing any term in which a variable Yi,r, with pi, rq P IˆzIˆ
´ occurs:
rLpmqs´t “ π prLpmqstq P Y
´
t , (4.20)
where π is the projection defined in (4.5).
Define KtpC
´
Z q as the Zrt
1{2s-submodule of Y´t generated by the truncated pq, tq-
characters rLpmqs´t of the simple finite-dimensional modules Lpmq in the category C
´
Z .
Lemma 4.5.1. The quantum Grothendieck ring KtpC
´
Z q is actually a subalgebra of Y
´
t .
Moreover, it is algebraically generated by the truncated pq, tq-characters of the fundamental
modules:
KtpC
´
Z q “
A
rLpYi,rqs
´
t | pi, rq P Iˆ
´
E
. (4.21)
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Proof. For every dominant monomials m1,m2 PM, one can write:
rLpm1qst ˚ rLpm2qst “
ÿ
mPM
cmm1,m2pt
1{2qrLpmqst. (4.22)
Hence the image of (4.22) by the projection π of (4.5) is:
rLpm1qs
´
t ˚ rLpm2qs
´
t “
ÿ
mPM
cmm1,m2pt
1{2qrLpmqs´t .
Thus KtpC
´
Z q is stable by products.
By definition the truncated pq, tq-characters of the fundamental modules LpYi,rq, for
pi, rq P Iˆ´ belong to KtpC
´
Z q.
Reciprocally, the pq, tq-characters of the fundamental modules LpYi,rq, for all pi, rq P Iˆ,
algebraically generate the quantum Grothendieck ring KtpCZq (see remark 4.3.2). Hence
the truncated pq, tq-characters rLpYi,rqs
´
t , for all pi, rq P Iˆ, algebraically generate KtpC
´
Z q.
From Proposition 3.3.1 and Theorem 4.4.1, for all dominant monomials m P M, the
pq, tq-character of the simple representation Lpmq is of the form
rLpmqst “ m
˜
1`
ÿ
p
Mp
¸
,
where Mp is a monomial in the variables pA
´1
i,r qi,rqPJˆ , with coefficients in Zrt
˘1s. Thus,
π prLpYi,rqstq “ 0, if pi, rq P IˆzIˆ
´.
Hence, KtpC
´
Z q is algebraically generated by the rLpYi,rqs
´
t , with pi, rq P Iˆ
´.
KtpC
´
Z q is a t-deformed version of the Grothendieck ring of the category C
´
Z , in the
sense that the evaluation rLpmqs´t
t“1
ÝÝÑ χ´q pLpmqq extends to a ring homomorphism
KtpC
´
Z q
t“1
ÝÝÑ K0pC
´
Z q, (4.23)
where K0pC
´
Z q is identified with its image under the truncated q-character (3.9), which is
an injective map.
4.6 Quantum T -systems
The pq, tq-characters of the Kirillov-Reshetikhin modules satisfy some algebraic relations
called quantum T -systems. Those are t-deformed versions of the T -system relations, which
are satisfied by the q-characters of the KR-modules [KNS94, Nak04, Her06].
Proposition 4.6.1. [Nak03a][HL15, Proposition 5.6] For all pi, rq P Iˆ and k P Zą0, the
following relation holds in KtpCZq:
rW
piq
k,rst ˚ rW
piq
k,r`2st “ t
αpi,kqrW
piq
k´1,r`2st ˚ rW
piq
k`1,rst ` t
γpi,kq ˚
j„i
rW
pjq
k,r`1st, (4.24)
where
αpi, kq “ ´1`
1
2
´
C˜iip2k ´ 1q ` C˜iip2k ` 1q
¯
, γpi, kq “ αpi, kq ` 1. (4.25)
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Remark 4.6.2. First of all, one notices that the dominant monomials of W
piq
k´1,r`2 and
W
piq
k`1,r commute:
m
piq
k´1,r`2 ˚m
piq
k`1,r “ m
piq
k`1,r ˚m
piq
k´1,r`2. (4.26)
Moreover, the tensor product of the KR-modules W
piq
k´1,r`2bW
piq
k`1,r is irreducible (this re-
sult is proved in [Cha02] and also by explicit computation of its pq, tq-character in [Nak03a]).
Thus their respective pq, tq-characters t-commute (see [HL15, Corollary 5.5]). As their dom-
inant monomials commute, these pq, tq-characters in fact commute and their product can
be written as a commutative product, as in Section 4.2.
By the same arguments, for j „ i, the pq, tq-characters rW
pjq
k,r`1st commute so the order
of the factors in ˚j„i in (4.24) does not matter.
By taking the image of (4.24) through the projection π of (4.5), one obtains the following
relation in KtpC
´
Z q. For all pi, rq P Iˆ and k P Zą0,
rW
piq
k,rs
´
t ˚ rW
piq
k,r`2s
´
t “ t
αpi,kqrW
piq
k´1,r`2s
´
t ¨ rW
piq
k`1,rs
´
t ` t
γpi,kq
ź
j„i
rW
pjq
k,r`1s
´
t , (4.27)
where αpi, kq and γpi, kq are defined in (4.25).
Note that in (4.27), the products appearing on the left-hand side are commutative
products, which are well-defined from Remark 4.6.2. Hence the change of notations since
(4.24).
5 Quantum cluster algebra structure
We define in this section the quantum cluster algebra structure built within the quantum
torus Y´t .
5.1 A compatible pair
For all pi, rq P Iˆ´, the variable ui,r, written as in (3.10), can be seen as commutative
monomial in Y´t . Define
Ui,r :“
ź
kě0
r`2kď0
Yi,r`2k P Y
´
t .
They satisfy the following t-commutation relations. For all ppi, rq, pj, sqq P pIˆ´q2,
Ui,r ˚ Uj,s “ t
Lppi,rq,pj,sqqUj,s ˚ Ui,r, (5.1)
where
L ppi, rq, pj, sqq “
ÿ
kě0
r`2kď0
ÿ
lě0
s`2lď0
Nijps` 2l ´ r ´ 2kq. (5.2)
Let B´ be the Iˆ
´ ˆ Iˆ´-matrix encoding the quiver G´, for all ppi, rq, pj, sqq P pIˆ´q2:
B´ ppi, rq, pj, sqq “ |t arrows pi, rq Ñ pj, sq in G
´u| ´ |t arrows pj, sq Ñ pi, rq in G´u|.
(5.3)
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Let L be the Iˆ´ ˆ Iˆ´ skew-symmetric matrix
L :“ pL ppi, rq, pj, sqqqppi,rq,pj,sqqPpIˆ´q2 . (5.4)
The pair of Iˆ´ˆ Iˆ´-matrices pL,B´q forms a compatible pair, in the sense of quantum
cluster algebras.
More precisely, we prove the following.
Proposition 5.1.1. For all ppi, rq, pj, sqq P pIˆ´q2,
`
BT´L
˘
ppi, rq, pj, sqq “
"
´2 if pi, rq “ pj, sq
0 otherwise.
(5.5)
Remark 5.1.2. In [BZ05], by definition a pair of J ˆ J-matrices pΛ, Bq forms a compatible
pair if TBL is a diagonal matrix with positive integer coefficients. But as explained in
[Bit19b], quantum cluster algebras can be built exactly the same way given as data a pair
pΛ, Bq such that TBL is a diagonal matrix with integer coefficients with constant signs.
Proof. Fix ppi, rq, pj, sqq P pIˆ´q2, there are different cases to consider.
• If r ď ´2, one has:`
BT´L
˘
ppi, rq, pj, sqq “ L ppi, r ´ 2q, pj, sqq ´ L ppi, r ` 2q, pj, sqq
`
ÿ
k„i
pL ppk, r ` 1q, pj, sqq ´ L ppk, r ´ 1q, pj, sqqq .
One has
L ppi, r ´ 2q, pj, sqq ´ L ppi, r ` 2q, pj, sqq “ ´Cijps´ r ´ 1q ´Cijps´ r ` 1q
`Cijp´r ` 3´ ξjq `Cijp´r ` 1´ ξjq,
where ξ : I Ñ t0, 1u is the height function on the Dynkin diagram of g fixed in
Section 2.3.
On the other hand, for all k „ i, one has
L ppk, r ` 1q, pj, sqq ´ L ppk, r ´ 1q, pj, sqq “ Ckjps´ rq ´Ckjp´r ` 2´ ξjq.
Thus, with the reformulation (2.5) of Lemma 2.2.4,
`
BT´L
˘
ppi, rq, pj, sqq “
"
´2δi,j if s “ r,
0 otherwise.
(5.6)
• If r “ ´1, one has:`
BT´L
˘
ppi,´1q, pj, sqq “ L ppi,´3q, pj, sqq
`
ÿ
k„i
pL ppk, 0q, pj, sqq ´ L ppk,´2q, pj, sqqq .
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However,
L ppi,´3q, pj, sqq “
ÿ
lě0
s`2lď0
pNijps ` 2l ` 3q `Nijps` 2l ` 1qq ,
“ Cijp4´ ξjq `Cijp2´ ξjq ´Cijpsq ´Cijps` 2q.
And, for all k „ i,
L ppk, 0q, pj, sqq ´ L ppk,´2q, pj, sqq “ Cijps` 1q ´Cijp3´ ξjq.
Thus, with relation (2.5),
`
BT´L
˘
ppi,´1q, pj, sqq “
"
´2δi,j if s “ ´1,
0 otherwise.
(5.7)
• If r “ 0, one has`
BT´L
˘
ppi, 0q, pj, sqq “ L ppi,´2q, pj, sqq ´
ÿ
k„i
L ppk,´1q, pj, sqq .
However,
L ppi,´2q, pj, sqq “ Cijp3´ ξjq `Cijp1´ ξjq ´Cijps` 1q ´Cijps´ 1q.
And, for all k „ i,
L ppk,´4q, pj, sqq “ ´Cijpsq `Cijp2´ ξjq.
Thus, with relation (2.5),
`
BT´L
˘
ppi, 0q, pj, sqq “
"
´2δi,j if s “ 0,
0 otherwise.
(5.8)
The combination of the results (5.6),(5.7) and (5.8) gives the general expression (5.5).
5.2 The quantum cluster algebra At
Definition 5.2.1. Let T be the based quantum torus with generators t ui,r | pi, rq P Iˆ
´u
satisfying the quasi-commutation relations (5.1):
ui,r ˚ uj,s “ t
Lppi,rq,pj,sqquj,s ˚ ui,r.
Let F be the skew-field of fractions of T .
As pL,B´q forms a compatible pair, it defines a quantum seed in F . Let S be the
mutation equivalence class of the quantum seed pL,B´q.
Definition 5.2.2. Let At be the quantum cluster algebra defined by the quantum seed S,
as in [BZ05].
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By definition, At is a Zrt
˘1{2s-subalgebra of F . However, by the quantum Laurent
phenomenon, At is actually a Zrt
˘1{2s-subalgebra of the quantum torus T .
Lemma 5.2.3. The map
η :
T ÝÑ Y´t
ui,r ÞÝÑ Ui,r,
(5.9)
where the variables Ui,r are defined in (3.10), is an isomorphism of quantum tori.
Proof. First of all, this map is well-defined because the variables ui,r t-commute exactly
as the variables Ui,r, by definition of the matrix L (5.1).
Secondly, this map is invertible, with inverse:
η´1 :
Y´t ÝÑ T
Yi,r ÞÝÑ
"
ui,ru
´1
i,r`2 if r ` 2 ď 0,
ui,r otherwise,
.
With this lemma, we know that the quantum cluster algebra At belongs to the quantum
torus Y´t . The following result is the main result of this paper, it extends Theorem 3.4.1
to the quantum setting.
Theorem 5.2.4. The image of the quantum cluster algebra At by the injective ring mor-
phism η is the quantum Grothendieck ring of the category C´Z ,
ηæAt : At
„
ÝÑ KtpC
´
Z q. (5.10)
Moreover, the truncated pq, tq-characters of the Kirillov-Reshetikhin modules which are in
C
´
Z are obtained as quantum cluster variables.
The proof of this Theorem will be developed in the following section. It is mainly based
on Proposition 6.3.1.
Remark 5.2.5. In [Qin17, Theorem 8.4.3], for certain subcategories of C generated by a
finite number of fundamental modules, Qin proved that there existed an isomorphism be-
tween the quantum Grothendieck ring of the category and a quantum cluster algebra, which
identifies classes of Kirillov-Reshetikhin modules to cluster variables. It is our understand-
ing that this identification coincides with the truncated pq, tq-characters in our work. Here,
the isomorphism is given explicitly, and we obtain directly the truncated pq, tq-characters.
6 Quantum cluster algebras and quantum Grothendieck ring
We prove in this section that the quantum Grothendieck ring of the category C´Z is iso-
morphic to the quantum cluster algebra we have just defined.
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6.1 A note on the bar-involution
The bar-involution , as defined in (4.19), is a Z-algebra anti-automorphism of the quan-
tum torus Yt. The commutative monomials are invariant under this involution.
On the other hand, the quantum cluster algebra At is also equipped with a Z-linear
bar-involution morphism on its quantum torus T (see [BZ05, Section 6]), which satisfies
t1{2 “ t´1{2,
ui,r “ ui,r.
As noted in [Bit19b, Section 7.1], these definitions are compatible. In our case, they
define exactly the same involution on Y´t ; the following diagram is commutative:
Y´t
//
η´1

Y´t
T // T
η
OO
. (6.1)
From [BZ05, Remark 6.4], all cluster variables are invariant under the bar-involution.
Thus, the images of the quantum cluster variables in At are bar-invariant elements of Y
´
t .
We will use the terminology "commutative products", as in Section 4.2 for bar-invariant
elements of the quantum torus T .
6.2 A sequence of vertices
In [HL16a] Hernandez and Leclerc exhibited a particular sequence of mutations in the
cluster algebra Apu,G´q (see Section 3.4) in order to obtain the truncated q-characters of
all the KR-modules, up to a shift of spectral parameter.
The key idea we used was that at each step of this sequence, the exchange relation was
a T -system equation.
We will recall this sequence of mutations and show that, if applied to the quantum
cluster algebra At, the quantum exchange relations at each step are in fact quantum T -
systems relations, as in (4.6).
Recall the height function ξ : I Ñ t0, 1u fixed on the Dynkin diagram of g in Section 2.3.
First, fix an order on the columns of G´:
i1, i2, . . . , in, (6.2)
such that if k ď l then ξik ď ξil (select first the vertices i such that ξi “ 0 then the others).
Then, the sequence S is defined by reading each column, from top to bottom, in this
order.
Example 6.2.1. We follow Examples 2.4.1 and 2.4.3, g “ sl4 and
Iˆ´ “ p1, 2Zď0q Y p2, 2Zď0 ´ 1q Y p3, 2Zď0q.
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We fix the following order on the columns: 1, 3, 3. Then the sequence S is
S “ p1, 0q, p1,´2q, p1,´4q, . . . , p3, 0q, p3,´2q, p3,´4q, . . . , p2,´1q, p2,´3q, p2,´5q, . . . .
(6.3)
6.3 Truncated pq, tq-characters as quantum cluster variables
As in [HL16a], let µS be the sequence of quantum cluster mutations in At indexed by the
sequence of vertices S .
For all m ě 1, let u
pmq
i,r be the quantum cluster variable obtained at vertex pi, rq after
applying m times the sequence of mutations µS to the quantum cluster algebra At with
initial seed t ui,r | pi, rq P Iˆ
´u. By the quantum Laurent phenomenon, the u
pmq
i,r belong to
the quantum torus T . Let
w
pmq
i,r :“ ηpu
pmq
i,r q P Y
´
t , (6.4)
where η : T Ñ Y´t is the isomorphism defined in Lemma 5.2.3.
The following result is an extension of Theorem 3.1 from [HL16a] to the quantum
setting.
Proposition 6.3.1. For all pi, rq P Iˆ´ and m ě 0,
w
pmq
i,r “ rW
piq
ki,r,r´2m
s´t , (6.5)
where ki,r is defined in (2.11).
In particular, if 2m ě h, this truncated pq, tq-character is equal to its pq, tq-character
and
w
pmq
i,r “ rW
piq
ki,r ,r´2m
st. (6.6)
Remark 6.3.2. The sequence of vertices S is infinite. However, in order to compute one
fixed truncated pq, tq-character, one only has to compute a finite number of mutations in
the infinite sequence µS . In [Bit19b, Section 7.2], the exact finite sequence needed to
compute the pq, tq-characters of the fundamental representations Vi,r is given explicitly, we
will also recall it in Section 7.
Proof. We prove this Proposition by induction on m, the number of times the mutation
sequence µS is applied on the initial quantum cluster variables t ui,r | pi, rq P Iˆ
´u.
The base step is given noting, as in [HL16a], that the images by the isomorphism
η of the initial quantum cluster variables are indeed truncated pq, tq-characters. For all
pi, rq P Iˆ´,
w
p0q
i,r “ ηpui,rq “ Ui,r “
ź
kě0
r`2kď0
Yi,r`2k P Y
´
t .
Thus
w
p0q
i,r “ rW
piq
ki,r ,r
s´t . (6.7)
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Let m ě 0 and pi, rq P Iˆ´. Supposed we have applied m times the mutation sequence
µS , and a pm` 1qth time on all vertices preceding pi, rq in the sequence S , and that all
those previous vertices satisfy (6.5).
We want to write the quantum exchange relation corresponding to the mutation at
vertex pi, rq. From the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [HL16a], we know the shape of the quiver
just before this mutation (At and Apu,G
´q are defined on the same initial quiver and the
mutation process on the quiver is the same for classical and quantum cluster algebras).
As explained in [HL16a, Section 3.2.3], for a general simply laced Lie algebra g, the
mutation process takes place at vertices pi, rq having two (or one if r “ ´ξi) in-going
arrows from pi, r ˘ 2q and outgoing arrows to vertices pj, sq, with j „ i. Thus the effect of
the mutation sequence µS on two fixed columns of the quiver is the same as the effect of
an iteration of the mutation sequence on the corresponding quiver of rank 2.
Let us recall the mutation process on the quiver when g is of type A2.
(1,0)
p1,´2q
p1,´4q
...
p2,´1q
p2,´3q
p2,´5q
...
p1, 0q
(1,-2)
p1,´4q
...
p2,´1q
p2,´3q
p2,´5q
...
p1, 0q
p1,´2q
(1,-4)
...
p2,´1q
p2,´3q
p2,´5q
...
p1, 0q
p1,´2q
p1,´4q
...
p2,´1q
p2,´3q
p2,´5q
...
After an infinite number of mutations (or a sufficiently large one), we start mutating
on the second column.
p1, 0q
p1,´2q
p1,´4q
...
(2,-1)
p2,´3q
p2,´5q
...
p1, 0q
p1,´2q
p1,´4q
...
p2,´1q
(2,-3)
p2,´5q
...
p1, 0q
p1,´2q
p1,´4q
...
p2,´1q
p2,´3q
(2,-5)
...
p1, 0q
p1,´2q
p1,´4q
...
p2,´1q
p2,´3q
p2,´5q
...
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Thus, in general, the quantum exchange relation has the form:
u
pm`1q
i,r “ u
pm`1q
i,r`2 u
pmq
i,r´2
´
u
pmq
i,r
¯´1
`
ź
j„i0
u
pm`ξiq
j,r´ǫi
´
u
pmq
i,r
¯´1
, (6.8)
where u
pmq
i,r`2 “ 1 if r ` 2 ě 0 and ǫi is defined in (2.7), and both terms are commutative
products. This relation can also be written:
u
pm`1q
i,r ˚ u
pmq
i,r “ t
αu
pm`1q
i,r`2 u
pmq
i,r´2 ` t
β
ź
j„i0
u
pm`ξiq
j,r´ǫi
, (6.9)
where α, β P 1
2
Z.
If we apply η to (6.9), and use the induction hypothesis, we get the following relation
in Y´t :
ηpu
pm`1q
i,r q ˚ rW
piq
ki,r ,r´2m
s´t “ t
αrW
piq
ki,r`2,r´2m
s´t rW
piq
ki,r´2,r´2´2m
s´t
` tβ
ź
j„i
rW
pjq
kj,r´ǫi ,r´1´2m
s´t . (6.10)
Whereas, the corresponding (truncated) quantum T -system relation (4.27) is
rW
piq
ki,r,r´2m´2
s´t ˚ rW
piq
ki,r,r´2m
s´t “ t
α1rW
piq
ki,r´1,r´2m
s´t rW
piq
ki,r`1,r´2´2m
s´t
` tβ
1
ź
j„i
rW
pjq
ki,r ,r´1´2m
s´t , (6.11)
where α1, β1 P 1
2
Z are given in (4.25). Note that one has indeed
ki,r`2 “ ki,r ´ 1, ki,r´2 “ ki,r ` 1, and kj,r´ǫi “ ki,r, for j „ i. (6.12)
Let k “ ki,r and r
1 “ r ´ 2m. Let us precise how to obtain the coefficients α and β.
From (6.8) and (6.9), α and β are such that the terms
tαrW
piq
k´1,r1s
´
t rW
piq
k`1,r1´2s
´
t ˚
´
rW
piq
k,r1s
´
t
¯´1
, (6.13)
and
tβ
ź
j„i
rW
pjq
k,r1´1s
´
t ˚
´
rW
piq
k,r1s
´
t
¯´1
, (6.14)
are bar-invariant. Thus, if one takes only the dominant monomials of (6.13) and (6.14),
they are bar-invariant:
tαm
piq
k´1,r1m
piq
k`1,r1´2 ˚
´
m
piq
k,r1
¯´1
“ t´α
´
m
piq
k,r1
¯´1
˚m
piq
k´1,r1m
piq
k`1,r1´2,
tβ
ź
j„i
m
pjq
k,r1´1 ˚
´
m
piq
k,r1
¯´1
“ t´β
´
m
piq
k,r1
¯´1
˚
ź
j„i
m
pjq
k,r1´1.
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This enables us to compute α and β.
α “
1
2
k´1ÿ
l“0
˜
k´2ÿ
p“0
Ni,ip2l ´ 2pq `
kÿ
p“0
Ni,ip2l ´ 2p ` 2q
¸
“
1
2
k´1ÿ
l“0
pCiip2l ` 1q ´Ciip2l ´ 2k ` 3q `Ciip2l ` 3q ´Ciip2l ´ 2k ` 1qq
“
1
2
pCiip2k ` 1q `Ciip2k ´ 1qq ´Ciip1q.
Thus α “ αpi, kq “ ´1` 1
2
´
C˜iip2k ´ 1q ` C˜iip2k ` 1q
¯
. And
β “
1
2
ÿ
j„i
k´1ÿ
l“0
k´1ÿ
p“0
Ni,jp2l ´ 2p` 1q “
1
2
ÿ
j„i
k´1ÿ
l“0
pCijp2l ` 2q ´Cijp2l ´ 2k ` 2qq
“
1
2
ÿ
j„i
¨
˝Cijp2kq ´Cijp0qloomoon
“0
˛
‚“ 1
2
pCiip2k ` 1q `Ciip2k ´ 1qq , using (2.5).
Hence β “ γpi, kq “ 1
2
´
C˜iip2k ´ 1q ` C˜iip2k ` 1q
¯
.
Thus α “ α1 and β “ β1, and
ηpu
pm`1q
i,r q ˚ rW
piq
k,r1
s´t “ rW
piq
k,r1´2s
´
t ˚ rW
piq
k,r1
s´t . (6.15)
However, rW
piq
k,r1s
´
t is invertible in the skew-field of fractions Ft of the quantum torus
Y´t (see Remark 4.1.3). Thus
ηpu
pm`1q
i,r q “ rW
piq
ki,r ,r´2´2m
s´t . (6.16)
This concludes the induction.
Finally, from [FM01, Corollary 6.14], we know that for all pi, rq P Iˆ´, the monomials
m occurring in the q-character χqpW
piq
k,rq of the KR-module W
piq
k,r are products of Y
˘1
j,r`s,
with 0 ď s ď 2k ` h. Moreover, from Theorem 4.4.1, if one writes the pq, tq-character
rW
piq
k,rst of this KR-module as a linear combination of Laurent monomials in the variables
Yi,s, with coefficients in Zrt
˘1s, all monomials which occur in this expansion also occur in
its q-character. Thus, if r ` 2k ` h ď 0, the truncated pq, tq-character rW
piq
k,rs
´
t is equal to
the pq, tq-character rW
piq
k,rst. In particular, for m ě h,
w
pmq
i,r “ rW
piq
ki,r ,r´2m
st.
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6.4 Proof of Theorem 5.2.4
We can now prove Theorem 5.2.4. This proof is a quantum analog of the proof of
[HL16a, Theorem 5.1]. Naturally, there are technical difficulties brought forth by the
non-commutative quantum tori structure. For example, in our situation, the quantum
cluster algebra At is isomorphic to the truncated quantum Grothendieck ring KtpC
´
Z q only
via the isomorphism of quantum tori η (5.9). In particular, we need the following result.
Lemma 6.4.1. The identification
η1 : ui,r ÞÝÑ rW
piq
ki,r,r
st. (6.17)
extends to a well-defined injective Zrt˘1{2s-algebras morphism
η1 : T Ñ Ft,
where Ft is the skew-field of fractions of Yt (see Remark 4.1.3).
Moreover, the restriction of η1 to the quantum cluster algebra At has its image in the
quantum torus Yt and the Zrt
˘1{2s-algebra morphisms η, η1 and π satisfy the following
commutative diagram:
At
η
//
η1
!!❉
❉❉
❉
Y´t
Yt
π
<<②②②
.
(6.18)
Proof. From Proposition 6.3.1, for all pi, rq P Iˆ´, the full pq, tq-character rW
piq
ki,r ,r´2h
st is
obtained as the image of the cluster variable sitting at vertex pi, rq after applying h times
the mutation sequence S (which is locally a finite sequence of mutations):
ηpu
phq
i,r q “ rW
piq
ki,r ,r´2h
st. (6.19)
In particular, for any two vertices pi, rq, pj, sq, the variables u
phq
i,r and u
phq
j,s belong to a
common cluster and t-commute. Thus the pq, tq-characters rW
piq
ki,r ,r´2h
st t-commute. As
the quantum torus Yt is invariant by shift of quantum parameters (Yj,s ÞÑ Yj,s`2), the pq, tq-
characters rW
piq
ki,r ,r
st also t-commute for the product ˚. Their t-commutation relations are
determined by their dominant monomials, which are ηpui,rq. Thus the rW
piq
ki,r ,r
st satisfy
exactly the same t-commutations relations are the ui,r. This proves the first part of the
lemma.
Let X be a cluster variable of At obtained from the initial seed u “ tui,ru via finite
sequence of mutations σ. We want to show that η1pXq P Yt. As the sequence of mutations
σ is finite, it will only involve a finite number of cluster variables. Now apply h times the
mutation sequence µS to the initial seed so as to replace each cluster variable considered
by u
phq
i,r (again, we only need a finite number of mutations). Let us summarize:
η1pui,rq “ rW
piq
ki,r ,r
st, ηpu
phq
i,r q “ rW
piq
ki,r ,r´2h
st.
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Let X 1 be the cluster variable obtained by applying to this new seed the sequence of
mutations σ. By construction, ηpX 1q is equal to η1pXq, up to the downward shift of spectral
parameters by 2h: every variable Y ˘1j,s is replaced by Y
˘1
j,s´2h. In particular, η
1pXq P Yt.
Next, the commutation of diagram (6.18) is verified as it is satisfied on the initial seed
u “ tui,ru.
Let Rt be the image of the quantum cluster algebra At
Rt :“ ηpAtq P Y
´
t . (6.20)
The inclusionKtpC
´
Z q Ă Rt is essentially contained in Proposition 6.3.1. For the reverse
inclusion, the main idea is to use the characterization of the quantum Grothendieck ring
as the intersection of kernel of operators, called deformed screening operators. We show by
induction on the length of a sequence of mutations that the images of all cluster variables
belong to those kernels. The images of the initial cluster variables ui,r clearly belong to the
quantum Grothendieck ring, and the screening operators being derivations, the exchange
relations force the newly created cluster variables to be in the intersection of the kernels
too. let us prove this in details.
Proof. Recall from Lemma 4.5.1 that the quantum Grothendieck ring KtpC
´
Z q is alge-
braically generated by the truncated pq, tq-characters of the fundamental modules:
KtpC
´
Z q “
A
rLpYi,rqs
´
t | pi, rq P Iˆ
´
E
.
By Proposition 6.3.1, for all pi, rq P Iˆ´,
rLpYi,rqs
´
t “ w
p
r´ξi
2
q
i,ξi
“ η
ˆ
u
p
r´ξi
2
q
i,ξi
˙
P ηpAtq. (6.21)
Which proves the first inclusion:
KtpC
´
Z q Ă Rt. (6.22)
We prove the reverse inclusion as explained just above.
As explained in Section 4.3, Hernandez proved in [Her03] that for all i P I there
exists operators Si,t : Yt Ñ Yi,t, where Yi,t is a Yt-module, which are Zrt
˘1s-linear and
derivations, such that č
iPI
kerpSi,tq “ KtpCZq. (6.23)
Notice that these operators characterize the quantum Grothendieck ring KtpCZq and
not KtpC
´
Z q. Hence the need for Lemma 6.4.1.
Let us prove by induction that all cluster variables Z in At satisfy η
1pZq P KtpCZq.
Let Z be a quantum cluster variable in At. If Z belongs to the initial cluster variables,
Z “ ui,r and
η1pZq “ η1pui,rq “ rWki,r,rst P KtpCZq. (6.24)
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If not, then by induction on the length of the sequence µ, one can assume that Z is obtained
via a quantum exchange relation
Z ˚ Z1 “ t
αM1 ` t
βM2, (6.25)
where Z1 is a quantum cluster variable of At, M1 and M2 are quantum cluster monomials
of At and
η1pZ1q, η
1pM1q, η
1pM2q P KtpC q.
Apply η1 to (6.25):
η1pZq ˚ η1pZ1q “ t
αη1pM1q ` t
βη1pM2q. (6.26)
For all i P I, apply the derivation Si,t:
Si,t
`
η1pZq ˚ η1pZ1q
˘
“ Si,t
`
η1pZq
˘
˚ η1pZ1q ` η
1pZq ˚ Si,t
`
η1pZ1q
˘
“ tαSi,t
`
η1pM1q
˘
` tβSi,t
`
η1pM2q
˘
.
However, by hypothesis,
Si,t
`
η1pZ1q
˘
“ 0,
Si,t
`
η1pM1q
˘
“ 0,
Si,t
`
η1pM1q
˘
“ 0.
Moreover, η1pZ1q ‰ 0 and the images of the screening operator is in a free module over Yt
by Lemma 4.3.1. Thus Si,t pη
1pZqq “ 0, for all i P I. Hence
η1pZq P KtpC
´
Z q,
which concludes the induction. We have proven
η1pAtq Ă KtpCZq.
Then, by the commutation of the diagram (6.18) in Lemma 6.4.1,
Rt “ ηpAtq Ă KtpC
´
Z q.
Which concludes the proof of the theorem.
7 Application to the proof of an inclusion conjecture
In this section, we use the quantum cluster algebra structure of the Grothendieck ring C´Z
to prove that the quantum Grothendieck ring KtpO
`
Z q defined in [Bit19b] contains KtpC
´
Z q.
In other words, we prove Conjecture 1 in [Bit19b]. The result was already proven in that
paper in type A, but the core argument used was different.
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7.1 The quantum Grothendieck ring KtpO
`
Z q
The quantum Grothendieck ring KtpO
`
Z q is defined as a quantum cluster algebra on the
full infinite quiver Γ, of which the semi-infinite quiver G´ is a subquiver.
Let us recall some notations. For all i, j P I, Fij : Z Ñ Z is a anti-symmetrical map
such that, for all m ě 0,
Fijpmq “ ´
ÿ
kě1
mě2k´1
C˜ijpm´ 2k ` 1q. (7.1)
Let Tt be the quantum torus defined as the Zrt
˘1{2s-algebra generated by the variables z˘i,r,
for pi, rq P Iˆ, with a non-commutative product ˚, and the t-commutations relations
zi,r ˚ zj,s “ t
Fijps´rqzj,s ˚ zi,r,
´
pi, rq, pj, sq P Iˆ
¯
. (7.2)
Recall also from [Bit19b, Proposition 5.2.2] the inclusion of quantum tori J (with a slight
shift of parameters on the zi,r):
J :
"
Yt ÝÑ Tt,
Yi,r ÞÝÑ zi,r pzi,r`2q
´1 .
. (7.3)
Let Λ be the infinite skew-symmetric Iˆ ˆ Iˆ-matrix:
Λpi,rq,pj,sq “ Fijps´ rq,
´
pi, rq, pj, sq P Iˆ
¯
. (7.4)
From [Bit19b], the quiver Γ and the skew-symmetric matrix Λ form a compatible pair. Let
AtpΓ,Λq be the associated quantum cluster algebra. Then, as in [Bit19b, Definition 6.3.5],
KtpO
`
Z q :“ AtpΓ,ΛqbˆE , (7.5)
where E is a commutative ring and the completion allows for certain countable sums.
7.2 Intermediate quantum cluster algebras
The general idea is to see the quantum cluster algebra At as a "sub-quantum cluster
algebra" of AtpΓ,Λq (this term is not well-defined). However, as in Section 6.4 and contrary
to the aforementioned proof, as we are dealing with quantum cluster algebras in our setting,
this is not done trivially. Mainly, one notices that the map
T ÝÑ Tt
ui,r ÞÝÑ zi,r,
is not a well-defined inclusion of quantum tori, as the generators ui,r and zi,r do not satisfy
the same t-commutation relations.
First, consider the subquiver Γ´ of Γ of index set
Iˆ´ď2 :“ Iˆ X tpi, rq | i P I, r ď 2u, (7.6)
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such that the vertices pi, rq, with r ą 0 are frozen.
To summarize, for ξi “ 0 and j „ i:
Γ “
...
pi, 2q
pi, 0q
pi,´2q
...
...
pj, 1q
pj,´1q
...
, Γ´ “
(i,2)
pi, 0q
pi,´2q
...
(j,1)
pj,´1q
...
, G´ “
pi, 0q
pi,´2q
...
pj,´1q
...
.
The quivers Γ and Γ´ are only connected by coefficients (as in [GG18, Definition 4.1]),
thus by [GG18, Theorem 4.5] the inclusion of seeds Γ´,Λ Ă Γ,Λ induces an inclusion of
the quantum cluster algebra AtpΓ
´,Λq into the quantum cluster algebra of AtpΓ,Λq.
Now we need to link the quantum cluster algebras At and AtpΓ
´,Λq.
In order to do that, we use a result from [GL14], which deals with graded cluster
algebras.
Definition 7.2.1. [GL14] A quantum cluster seed pB,Λq is graded if there exists an integer
column vector G such that, for all mutable indices k, the kth row of B, Bj satisfies BjG “ 0.
Then, the G-degree of the initial variables are set by the vector G: for all cluster
variables Xk in the initial cluster X¯, degGpXq “ Gi.
The grading condition is equivalent to the following, for all mutable variables Xk, the
sum of the degrees of all variables with arrows to Xk is equal to the sum of the degrees of
all variables with arrows coming from Xk, i.e. exchange relations are homogeneous. Hence,
each cluster variable has a well-defined degree.
Let us start by considering the quantum cluster algebra AtpΓ
´, Lq, built on the quiver
Γ´, with coefficients 1 on the frozen vertices. This quantum cluster algebra is clearly
isomorphic to At, and is a graded quantum cluster algebra of grading G “ 0.
Next, for all i P I, we apply the process of [GL14, Theorem 4.6] to add coefficients fi,
while twisting the t-commutation relations.
Let
uipj, sq “ δi,j,
´
pj, sq P Iˆ´ď2
¯
(7.7)
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and
tipj, sq “ ´Fijp2´ s´ ξiq,
´
pj, sq P Iˆ´ď2
¯
, (7.8)
with ξ : I Ñ t0, 1u the height function, fixed in Section 2.3. Then
Lemma 7.2.2. For all i P I, ui and ti are gradings for the ice quiver Γ
´.
Proof. For all pj, sq P Iˆ´, let Bpj,sq be the pj, sqth "row" of the Iˆ
´
ď2 ˆ Iˆ
´
ď2-skew-symmetric
matrix encoding the adjacency of the ice quiver Γ´.
For all i P I,
Bpj,squi “
ÿ
pk,rqPIˆ´ď2
Bpj,sqpk, rquipk, rq
“ uipj, s ` 2q ´ uipj, s ´ 2q `
ÿ
k„j
puipk, s ´ 1q ´ uipk, s` 1qq
“ δi,j ´ δi,j `
ÿ
k„j
pδi,k ´ δi,kq “ 0.
And
Bpj,sqti “
ÿ
pk,rqPIˆ´ď2
Bpj,sqpk, rqtipk, rq
“ tipj, s ` 2q ´ tipj, s ´ 2q `
ÿ
k„j
ptipk, s ´ 1q ´ tipk, s ` 1qq
“ ´Fijp´s´ ξiq `Fijp4´ s´ ξiq `
ÿ
k„j
p´Fikp3´ s´ ξiq ` Fikp1´ s´ ξiqq
“ ´C˜ijp3´ s´ ξiq ´ C˜ijp1´ s´ ξiq `
ÿ
k„j
C˜ikp2´ s´ ξiq “ 0,
from Lemma 2.2.4.
Then, by [GL14, Theorem 4.6] (applied n times), the following is a valid set of initial
data for a (multi-)graded quantum cluster algebra Atpu˜, B˜, L˜, G˜q, where
• or all pi, rq P Iˆ´ď2,
u˜i,r “
"
ui,rfi if r ď 0,
fi otherwise
. (7.9)
and u˜ “ tu˜i,rupi,rqPIˆ´ď2
.
• B˜ “ B, the Iˆ´ď2 ˆ Iˆ
´
ď2-skew-symmetric adjacency matrix of the quiver Γ
´.
• L˜ encodes the t-commutations relations, such that, for all pi, rq P Iˆ´, and j P I,
fj ˚ ui,r “ t
tjpi,rqui,r ˚ fj, (7.10)
and the fj pairwise commute.
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• G˜ is a multi-grading, i.e. instead of being an integer column vector, each entry in G˜
is in the lattice ZI . It is defined by, for all pi, rq P Iˆ´ď2,
G˜pu˜i,rq “ ei P Z
I , (7.11)
or degi “ ui, for all i P I.
This is indeed the construction of [GL14], with the initial grading on AtpΓ
´, Lq being
G ” 0. The new quantum cluster algebra is denoted by A
u,t
t pΓ
´, Lq, to show that it
is a twisted version of AtpΓ
´, Lq.
Proposition 7.2.3. The quantum cluster algebra Atpu˜, B˜, L˜q is isomorphic to the quantum
cluster algebra AtpΓ
´,Λq.
Proof. The rest of the data being the same, we only have to check that the Iˆ´ď2ˆ Iˆ
´
ď2-skew-
symmetric matrices L˜ and Λ|Iˆ´ď2
are equal.
From (7.4), for all
´
pi, rq, pj, sq P Iˆ´ď2
¯
,
Λ ppi, rq, pj, sqq “ Fijps ´ rq.
And L˜ is defined as
u˜i,r ˚ u˜j,s “ t
L˜ppi,rq,pj,sqqu˜j,s ˚ u˜i,r. (7.12)
Hence,
L˜ ppi, rq, pj, sqq “
$’’’’&
’’’’%
L ppi, rq, pj, sqq ` tipj, sq ´ tjpi, rq , if pi, rq, pj, sq P Iˆ
´,
tipj, sq , if
„
pi, rq “ pi,´ξi ` 2q
pj, sq P Iˆ´
,
0 , if
„
pi, rq “ pi,´ξi ` 2q
pj, sq “ pj,´ξj ` 2q
.
First, notice that, for all i, j P I, m P Z,
Nijpmq “ 2Fijpmq ´ Fijpm` 2q ´ Fijpm´ 2q. (7.13)
This result is proven in [Bit19b], in the course of the proof of Proposition 5.2.2.
Thus, for all pi, rq, pj, sq P Iˆ´,
L ppi, rq, pj, sqq “
ÿ
kě0
r`2kď0
ÿ
lě0
s`2lď0
Nijps ` 2l ´ r ´ 2kq
“
ÿ
kě0
r`2kď0
pFijps ´ r ´ 2kq ´ Fijps´ r ´ 2k ´ 2q
`Fijp´ξi ´ r ´ 2kq ´ Fijp´ξj ´ r ´ 2k ` 2qq
“ Fijps ´ rq ´Fijps` ξi ´ 2q ` Fijp´ξj ` ξiqlooooooomooooooon
“0
´Fijp´ξj ´ r ` 2q
“ Fijps ´ rq ´ tipj, sq ` tjpi, rq.
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And of course, for all i P I, pj, sq P Iˆ´,
Λ ppi,´ξi ` 2q, pj, sqq “ Fijps` ξi ´ 2q “ tipj, sq.
Thus, one had indeed,
L˜ “ Λ|Iˆ´ď2
. (7.14)
From now on, we will use the notations z “ tzi,r, fjupi,rqPIˆ´,jPI for the initial clusters
variables of both AtpΓ
´,Λq and A
u,t
t pΓ
´, Lq.
Remark 7.2.4. • This result is natural, if we look at what the different initial cluster
variables mean in terms of ℓ-weights. From (3.10), for all pi, rq P Iˆ´, the cluster
variable ui,r can be identified with the (commutative) dominant monomial Ui,r “ś
kě0
r`2kď0
Yi,r`2k. Whereas, the quantum tori Yt and Tt are compared via the inclusion
J of (7.3)
J : Yi,r ÞÝÑ zi,r pzi,r`2q
´1 , @pi, rq P Iˆ .
Thus, the link between the variables ui,r and zi,r is the following:
ui,r ” zi,r pfiq
´1 , (7.15)
with the previous convention fi “ zi,´ξi`2. More precisely, there are different maps
of quantum tori:
T //
η „

Tt
Y´t


// Yt
J
OO
, (7.16)
where identification (7.15) is the resulting dotted map, which we will denote by ρ:
ρ : T Ñ Tt. (7.17)
The quantum cluster algebra A
u,t
t pΓ
´, Lq was built with this identification in mind.
• This process could also be seen as a quantum version of the multi-grading homog-
enization process of the seed pu,G´q, as in [Gra15, Lemma 7.1], where the multi-
grading is defined by (7.11).
7.3 Inclusion of quantum Grothendieck rings
In the section, we prove that the quantum Grothendieck ring KtpO
`
Z q, or more precisely,
the quantum cluster algebra AtpΓ,Λq contains the quantum Grothendieck ring KtpCZq,
which is the statement of Conjecture 1 in [Bit19b]. Recalled that in [Bit19b], the ring
KtpO
`
Z q was defined as a completion of the quantum cluster algebra AtpΓ,Λq, but the aim
was to see it as a quantum Grothendieck ring for the category of representations O`Z from
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[HJ12] and [HL16b]. As this category contains the category CZ, it was expected for the
quantum Grothendieck ring KtpO
`
Z q to contain KtpCZq.
In order to prove this result we will actually prove Conjecture 2 of the same paper,
which is a stronger result. We state it as follows.
Theorem 7.3.1. The pq, tq-characters of all fundamental representations in CZ are ob-
tained as quantum cluster variables in the quantum cluster algebra AtpΓ,Λq.
More precisely, we show that for all i P I, there exists a specific finite sequence of
mutations Si in AtpΓ,Λq such that, if applied to the initial seed tzj,supj,sqPIˆ , the cluster
variable sitting at vertex pi,´ξiq is the image by J (of (7.3)) of the pq, tq-character of the
fundamental module rLpYi,´ξi´2h1qst, where
h1 “ r
h
2
s, (7.18)
with h the Coxeter number of the simple Lie algebra g.
Let us define the sequence Si. Let pi1, i2, . . . , jnq be an ordering of the columns of Γ
as in (6.2), such that i1 “ i (take first all columns j such that ξj “ ξi). The sequence Si
is a sequence of vertices of Γ, and more precisely of Γ´, defined as follows. First read all
vertices pi1, rq for ´2h
1`2 ď r ď 0, from top to bottom, then all pi2, rq, with ´2h
1 ď r ď 0,
and so on, then read again all vertices pi1, rq for ´2h
1 ` 4 ď r ď 0, and continue browsing
the columns successively, until at the last step you only read the vertex pi,´ξiq.
Note that applying this sequence Si of mutations on the quivers Γ
´ or G´ has exactly
the same effect on the cluster variable sitting at vertex pi,´ξiq than applying h
1 times the
infinite sequence S from Section 6.2.
Example 7.3.2. For g of type D4, h “ 6, then h
1 “ 3. Let us give explicitly the sequence
S2 starting on column 2. For simplicity of notations, we assume that the height function
is chosen such that ξ2 “ 0. Then the sequence S2 has 15 steps:
S2 “ p2, 0q, p2,´2q, p2,´4q, p1,´1q, p1,´3q, p3,´1q, p3,´3q, p4,´1q, p4,´3q,
p2, 0q, p2,´2q, p1,´1qp3,´1qp4,´1qp2, 0q. (7.19)
Let r0 “ ´ξi ´ 2h
1. Let χ˜i,r0 P Tt be the quantum cluster variable obtained at ver-
tex pi,´ξiq after applying the sequence of mutations Si to the quantum cluster variable
AtpΓ
´,Λq with initial seed tzj,s, fkupj,sqPIˆ´,kPI .
Proposition 7.3.3. As an element of the quantum torus Tt, χ˜i,r0 belongs to the image of
the inclusion morphism J .
Moreover,
χ˜i,r0 “ J prLpYi,r0qstq . (7.20)
Proof. The cluster variable χ˜i,r0 is a variable of the quantum cluster algebra AtpΓ
´,Λq,
which is isomorphic to A
u,t
t pΓ
´, Lq from Proposition 7.2.3. By [GL14, Corollary 4.7], there
is a bijection between the quantum cluster variables of A
u,t
t pΓ
´, Lq and those of AtpΓ
´, Lq.
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With notations from Section 6.3, u
ph1q
i,´ξi
is the cluster variable of AtpΓ
´, Lq obtained at
vertex pi,´ξiq after applying the mutations of the sequence Si. Also from [GL14, Corollary
4.7], we know that there exists integers aj P Z such that
χ˜i,r0 “ ρ
´
u
ph1q
i,´ξi
¯ź
jPI
f
aj
j , (7.21)
written as a commutative product (both χ˜i,r0 and u
ph1q
i,´ξi
are bar-invariant), with ρ defined
in (7.17). The term u
ph1q
i,´ξi
is a Laurent polynomial in the variables uj,s, which satisfy
ρpuj,sq “ zj,spfjq
´1 from (7.15). Thus expression (7.21) is a way of writing χ˜i,r0 as a
Laurent polynomial in the initial variables tzj,s, fku. However, one can write χ˜i,r0 “ N{D,
where N is the Laurent polynomial in the cluster variables tzj,s, fku, with coefficients in
Zrt˘1{2s and not divisible by any of the fk, and D is a monomial in the non-frozen variables
tzj,su. Thus
ś
jPI f
aj
j is the smallest monomial such that
ρ
´
u
ph1q
i,´ξi
¯ź
jPI
f
aj
j
contains only non-negative powers of the frozen variables fk.
Moreover, from Proposition 6.3.1,
ηpu
ph1q
i,´ξi
q “ w
ph1q
i,´ξi
“ rLpYi,r0qst. (7.22)
However, all Laurent monomials occurring in rLpYi,r0qst already occurred in the q-
character χqpLpYi,r0qq, as the pq, tq-character rLpYi,r0qst has positive coefficients. Indeed,
the pq, tq-characters of fundamental modules have been explicitly computed and have been
found to have non-negative coefficients (in [Nak03b] for types A and D and [Nak10] for
type E).
From [FM01], all monomials in χqpLpYi,r0qq are products of Y
˘1
j,s , with s ď r0 ` h, but
by definition of r0, r0 ` h ď 0, and the term with the highest quantum parameter being
the anti-dominant monomial Y ´1
i,r0`h
, where : I Ñ I is the involutive map such that
ω0pαjq “ ´αj, with ω0 the longest element of the Weyl group of g (no relation with the
bar-involution of Section 6.1).
Consider the change of variables, for pj, sq P Iˆ´,
yj,s “ η
´1pYj,sq “
#
uj,s
uj,s`2
, if s` 2 ď 0,
uj,s, otherwise
. (7.23)
Thus
ρpyj,sq “
#
zj,s
zj,s`2
, if s` 2 ď 0,
zj,s
fj
, otherwise
. (7.24)
All monomials occurring in rLpYi,r0qst are commutative monomials in the variables Y
˘1
j,s ,
with s ď r0 ` h ď 0. Moreover, the only monomials in which the variables Y
˘1
j,s , with
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s ` 2 ě 0, occur are the anti-dominant monomial Y ´1
i,r0`h
, and any possible monomial in
which some variable Yj,r0`h´1 occurs. But for such a monomial m, the variable Y
˘1
j,s with
the highest s in m occurs with a negative power in m (the monomial m is "right-negative",
as from [FM01, Lemma 6.5]), thus the variable Yj,r0`h´1 also occurs with a negative power.
The image by ρ ˝ η´1 of any monomial in the variables Y ˘1j,s , with s ` 2 ď 0 is a
monomial in the variables tz˘1j,s u (without frozen variables). Thus, the image
ρ
´
u
ph1q
i,´ξi
¯
“ ρ ˝ η´1 prLpYi,r0qstq
is a Laurent polynomial with only positive powers of the variables fj.
Necessarily,
ś
jPI f
aj
j “ 1, and (7.21) becomes
χ˜i,r0 “ ρ
´
u
ph1q
i,´ξi
¯
.
Finally, from the diagram (7.16),
χ˜i,r0 “ ρ
´
u
ph1q
i,´ξi
¯
“ J
´
η
´
u
ph1q
i,´ξi
¯¯
“ J prLpYi,r0qstq ,
which concludes the proof.
Remark 7.3.4. At some point in the proof we used the fact that the pq, tq-characters of the
fundamental modules had non-negative coefficients. Note that this part of the proof could
easily be extended to non-simply laced types, as the pq, tq-characters of their fundamental
representations have also be explicitly computed, and also have non-negative coefficients
(in types B and C, the pq, tq-characters of all fundamental representations are equal to
their respective q-character, and all coefficients are actually equal to 1 [Her05, Proposition
7.2], and see [Her04] for type G2 and [Her05] for type F4).
Corollary 7.3.5. For all pi, rq P Iˆ there exists a quantum cluster variable χ˜i,r in the
quantum cluster algebra AtpΓ,Λq such that
χ˜i,r “ J prLpYi,rqstq .
Proof. For all pi, rq P Iˆ, let χ˜i,r be the cluster variable of the quantum cluster algebra
AtpΓ,Λq obtained at vertex pi, r ` 2h
1q after applying the sequence of mutations Si, but
starting at vertex pi, r ` 2h1q instead of pi,´ξiq.
Consider the change of variables in AtpΓ,Λq:
s : zj,s ÞÝÑ zj,s`r0´r, @pj, sq P Iˆ . (7.25)
The quantum cluster algebra AtpΓ,Λq is invariant under this shift s, and this change
of variables is clearly invertible (s´1pzj,sq “ zj,s`r´r0). One has spzi,rq “ zi,r0 , and
spzi,r`2h1q “ zi,´ξi , thus s pχ˜i,rq “ χ˜i,r0 , and from Proposition 7.3.3,
χ˜i,r “ s
´1 pχ˜i,r0q “ s
´1 pJ prLpYi,r0qstqq .
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However, from the definition of the map J in (7.3), the shift s also acts as a change of
variables in the quantum torus Yt, s : Yj,u ÞÝÑ Yj,u`r0´r. Hence,
χ˜i,r “ J prLpYi,rqstq .
Thus we have proven Theorem 7.3.1.
Remark 7.3.6. • When Conjecture 2 was formulated in [Bit19b], a recent positivity
result of Davison [Dav18] was mentioned there. This work proves the so-called "pos-
itivity conjecture" for quantum cluster algebras, which states that the coefficients of
the Laurent polynomials into which the cluster variables decompose from the Lau-
rent phenomenon are in fact non-negative. This is an important result, but also a
difficult one, and it is not actually needed in order to obtain our result.
• One can note from this proof that we know a close bound on the number of mutations
needed in order to compute the pq, tq-character of a fundamental module. For g
a simple-laced simple Lie algebra of rank n and of (dual) Coxeter number h, if
h1 “ rh{2s, then the number of steps is lower than
n
h1ph1 ` 1q
2
. (7.26)
We have chosen to go into details on the number of steps required for this process
because it made sense from an algorithmic point of view to know its complexity.
One can compare this algorithm to Frenkel-Mukhin [FM01] to compute q-characters.
As explained in [Nak10], when trying to compute q-characters of fundamental rep-
resentations of large dimension (for example, in type E8, the q-character of the 5th
fundamental representation has approximately 6.4ˆ 230 monomials), one encounters
memory issues. Indeed, this algorithm has to keep track of all the previously com-
puted terms. This advantage of the cluster algebra approach is that one only had to
keep the seed in memory.
8 Explicit computation in type D4
For g of type D4, with the height function ξ2 “ 0, ξ1 “ ξ3 “ ξ4 “ 1, we compute the
pq, tq-character of the fundamental representation LpY2,´6q as a quantum cluster variable
of the quantum cluster algebra AtpΓ
´,Λq, using the algorithm presented in the previous
Section.
From Example 7.3.2, the sequence of mutation we have to apply to the initial seed is
S2 “ p2, 0q, p2,´2q, p2,´4q, p1,´1q, p1,´3q, p3,´1q, p3,´3q, p4,´1q, p4,´3q,
p2, 0q, p2,´2q, p1,´1qp3,´1qp4,´1qp2, 0q.
One can notice that the required number of steps is indeed lower than 24, which was the
bound given in (7.26).
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Let us give explicitly the mutations on the quiver Γ´ (which encodes more than G´),
as well as the quantum cluster variables obtained at (almost every) step. We give the
quantum cluster variables as Laurent polynomials in the variables tzi,r, fjupi,rqPIˆ ,jPI , as
well as in the form (7.21). For completeness, we also compute the multi-degrees of the
quantum cluster variables.
This computation was done thanks to the latest version (as of January 2019) of Bern-
hard Keller’s wonderful quiver mutation applet.
(2,2)
(1,1) (3,1) (4,1)
p2, 0q
p1,´1q p3,´1q p4,´1q
p2,´2q
p1,´3q p3,´3q p4,´3q
p2,´4q
p1,´5q p3,´5q p4,´5q
p2,´6q
Mutation at p2, 0q.
deg
´
z
p1q
2,0
¯
“ e1`e3`e4.
z
p1q
2,0 “ z2,´2 pz2,0q
´1 f1f3f4 ` z1,´1z3,´1z4,´1 pz2,0q
´1 f2,
“J
´
Y2,´2 ` Y1,´1Y3,´1Y4,´1Y
´1
2,0
¯
f1f3f4.
(2,2)
(1,1) (3,1) (4,1)
p2, 0q
p1,´1q p3,´1q p4,´1q
p2,´2q
p1,´3q p3,´3q p4,´3q
p2,´4q
p1,´5q p3,´5q p4,´5q
p2,´6q
Mutation at p2,´2q.
deg
´
z
p1q
2,´2
¯
“ e1`e3`e4.
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z
p1q
2,´2 “ z2,´4 pz2,0q
´1 f1f3f4 ` z1,´1z3,´1z4,´1z2,´4 pz2,´2q
´1 pz2,0q
´1 f2
` z1,´3z3,´3z4,´3 pz2,´2q
´1 f2,
z
p1q
2,´2 “ J
´
Y2,´4Y2,´2 ` Y1,´1Y2,´4 pY2,0q
´1 Y3,´1Y4,´1
`Y1,´3Y1,´1 pY2,´2q
´1 pY2,0q
´1 Y3,´3Y3,´1Y4,´3Y4,´1
¯
f1f3f4.
(2,2)
(1,1) (3,1) (4,1)
p2, 0q
p1,´1q p3,´1q p4,´1q
p2,´2q
p1,´3q p3,´3q p4,´3q
p2,´4q
p1,´5q p3,´5q p4,´5q
p2,´6q
Mutation at p2,´4q.
deg
´
z
p1q
2,´4
¯
“ e1`e3`e4.
(8.1)
z
p1q
2,´4 “ z2,´6 pz2,0q
´1 f1f3f4 ` z1,´1z3,´1z4,´1z2,´6 pz2,´2q
´1 pz2,0q
´1 f2
` z1,´3z3,´3z4,´3z2,´6 pz2,´4q
´1 pz2,´2q
´1 f2 ` z1,´5z3,´5z4,´5 pz2,´4q
´1 f2,
z
p1q
2,´4 “ J
´
Y2,´6Y2,´4Y2,´2 ` Y1,´1Y2,´6Y2,´4 pY2,0q
´1 Y3,´1Y4,´1
` Y1,´3Y1,´1Y2,´6 pY2,´2q
´1 pY2,0q
´1 Y3,´3Y3,´1Y4,´3Y4,´1
`Y1,´5Y1,´3Y1,´1 pY2,´4q
´1 pY2,´2q
´1 Y3,´5Y3,´3Y3,´1Y4,´5Y4,´3Y4,´1
¯
f1f3f4.
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(2,2)
(1,1) (3,1) (4,1)
p2, 0q
p1,´1q p3,´1q p4,´1q
p2,´2q
p1,´3q p3,´3q p4,´3q
p2,´4q
p1,´5q p3,´5q p4,´5q
p2,´6q
Mutation at p1,´1q.
deg
´
z
p1q
1,´1
¯
“ e3 ` e4.
z
p1q
1,´1 “ z1,´3 pz1,´1q
´1 f3f4
` pz1,´1q
´1 z2,´2 pz2,0q
´1 f1f3f4 ` z3,´1z4,´1 pz2,0q
´1 f2
z
p1q
1,´1 “ J
´
Y1,´3 ` pY1,´1q
´1 Y2,´2 ` pY2,0q
´1 Y3,´1Y4,´1
¯
f3f4.
(2,2)
(1,1) (3,1) (4,1)
p2, 0q
p1,´1q p3,´1q p4,´1q
p2,´2q
p1,´3q p3,´3q p4,´3q
p2,´4q
p1,´5q p3,´5q p4,´5q
p2,´6q
Mutation at p1,´3q.
deg
´
z
p1q
1,´3
¯
“ e3 ` e4.
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z
p1q
1,´3 “ z1,´5 pz1,´1q
´1 f3f4 ` z1,´5 pz1,´3q
´1 pz1,´1q
´1 z2,´2 pz2,0q
´1 f1f3f4
` z1,´5 pz1,´3q
´1 pz2,0q
´1 z3,´1z4,´1f2 ` pz1,´3q
´1 z2,´4 pz2,0q
´1 f1f3f4
` pz1,´3q
´1 z1,´1 pz2,´2q
´1 pz2,0q
´1 z3,´1z4,´1z2,´4f2 ` pz2,´2q
´1 z3,´3z4,´3f2,
z
p1q
1,´3 “ J
´
Y1,´5Y1,´3 ` Y1,´5 pY1,´1q
´1 Y2,´2 ` Y1,´5 pY2,0q
´1 Y3,´1Y4,´1
` pY1,´3q
´1 pY1,´1q
´1 Y2,´4Y2,0 ` pY1,´3q
´1 Y2,´4 pY2,0q
´1 Y3,´1Y4,´1
`pY2,´2q
´1 pY2,0q
´1 Y3,´3Y3,´1Y4,´3Y4,´1
¯
f3f4.
The next steps of the mutation process are the mutations p3,´1q,p3,´3q and p4,´1q,
p4,´3q. However, the resulting cluster variables are equal z
p1q
1,´1 z
p1q
1,´3, up to the exchanges
1ÐÑ 3 and 1ÐÑ 4, so we will not give their expressions. We only show the mutation of
the quiver, and the multi-degrees.
(2,2)
(1,1) (3,1) (4,1)
p2, 0q
p1,´1q p3,´1q p4,´1q
p2,´2q
p1,´3q p3,´3q p4,´3q
p2,´4q
p1,´5q p3,´5q p4,´5q
p2,´6q
Mutation at p3,´1q.
deg
´
z
p1q
3,´1
¯
“ e1 ` e4.
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(2,2)
(1,1) (3,1) (4,1)
p2, 0q
p1,´1q p3,´1q p4,´1q
p2,´2q
p1,´3q p3,´3q p4,´3q
p2,´4q
p1,´5q p3,´5q p4,´5q
p2,´6q
Mutation at p3,´3q.
deg
´
z
p1q
3,´3
¯
“ e1 ` e4.
(2,2)
(1,1) (3,1) (4,1)
p2, 0q
p1,´1q p3,´1q p4,´1q
p2,´2q
p1,´3q p3,´3q p4,´3q
p2,´4q
p1,´5q p3,´5q p4,´5q
p2,´6q
Mutation at p4,´1q.
deg
´
z
p1q
4,´1
¯
“ e1 ` e3.
(2,2)
(1,1) (3,1) (4,1)
p2, 0q
p1,´1q p3,´1q p4,´1q
p2,´2q
p1,´3q p3,´3q p4,´3q
p2,´4q
p1,´5q p3,´5q p4,´5q
p2,´6q
Mutation at p4,´3q.
deg
´
z
p1q
4,´3
¯
“ e1 ` e3.
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(2,2)
(1,1) (3,1) (4,1)
p2, 0q
p1,´1q p3,´1q p4,´1q
p2,´2q
p1,´3q p3,´3q p4,´3q
p2,´4q
p1,´5q p3,´5q p4,´5q
p2,´6q
Mutation at p2, 0q.
degpz
p2q
2,0q “ e1` e3` e4.
z
p2q
2,0 “ z2,´4 pz2,´2q
´1 f1f3f4
` z1,´3 pz1,´1q
´1 pz2,´2q
´1 z2,0z3,´3 pz3,´1q
´1 z4,´3 pz4,´1q
´1 f1f3f4
` pz1,´1q
´1 z3,´3 pz3,´1q
´1 z4,´3 pz4,´1q
´1 f21 f3f4
` z1,´3 pz1,´1q
´1 pz3,´1q
´1 z4,´3 pz4,´1q
´1 f1f
2
3 f4
` z1,´3 pz1,´1q
´1 z3,´3 pz3,´1q
´1 pz4,´1q
´1 f1f3f
2
4
` pz1,´1q
´1 z2,´2 pz2,0q
´1 pz3,´1q
´1 z4,´3 pz4,´1q
´1 z4,1f
2
1f
2
3 f4
` pz1,´1q
´1 z2,´2 pz2,0q
´1 z3,´3 pz3,´1q
´1 pz4,´1q
´1 f21 f3f
2
4
` z1,´3 pz1,´1q
´1 z2,´2 pz2,0q
´1 pz3,´1q
´1 pz4,´1q
´1 f1f
2
3 f
2
4
` pz2,0q
´1 z4,´3f1f2f3 ` pz2,0q
´1 z3,´3f1f2f4 ` z1,´3 pz2,0q
´1 f2f3f4
` pz1,´1q
´1 z22,´2 pz2,0q
´2 pz3,´1q
´1 pz4,´1q
´1 f21f
2
3 f
2
4
`
`
t` t´1
˘
z2,´2 pz2,0q
´2 f1f2f3f4 ` z1,´1 pz2,0q
´2 z3,´1z4,´1f
2
2 ,
z
p2q
2,0 “ J
´
Y2,´4 ` Y1,´3 pY2,´2q
´1 Y3,´3Y4,´3
` pY1,´1q
´1 Y3,´3Y4,´3 ` Y1,´3 pY3,´1q
´1 Y4,´3 ` Y1,´3Y3,´3 pY4,´1q
´1
` pY1,´1q
´1 Y2,´2 pY3,´1q
´1 Y4,´3 ` pY1,´1q
´1 Y2,´2Y3,´3 pY4,´1q
´1
` Y1,´3Y2,´2 pY3,´1q
´1 pY4,´1q
´1 ` pY2,0q
´1 Y4,´3Y4,´1
` pY2,0q
´1 Y3,´3Y3,´1 ` Y1,´3Y1,´1 pY2,0q
´1
` pY1,´1q
´1 pY2,´2q
2 pY3,´1q
´1 pY4,´1q
´1 `
`
t` t´1
˘
Y2,´2 pY2,0q
´1
`Y1,´1 pY2,0q
´2 Y3,´1Y4,´1
¯
f1f3f4.
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(2,2)
(1,1) (3,1) (4,1)
p2, 0q
p1,´1q p3,´1q p4,´1q
p2,´2q
p1,´3q p3,´3q p4,´3q
p2,´4q
p1,´5q p3,´5q p4,´5q
p2,´6q
Mutation at p2,´2q.
degpz
p2q
2,´2q “ e1`e3`e4.
Here we do not write explicitly z
p2q
2,´2, because it has 92 terms.
(2,2)
(1,1) (3,1) (4,1)
p2, 0q
p1,´1q p3,´1q p4,´1q
p2,´2q
p1,´3q p3,´3q p4,´3q
p2,´4q
p1,´5q p3,´5q p4,´5q
p2,´6q
Mutation at p1,´1q.
degpz
p2q
1,´1q “ e1.
z
p2q
1,´1 “ z1,´5 pz1,´3q
´1 f1 ` pz1,´3q
´1 z1,´1z2,´4 pz2,´2q
´1 f1
` pz2,´2q
´1 z2,0z3,´3 pz3,´1q
´1 z4,´3 pz4,´1q
´1 f1
` z3,´3 pz3,´1q
´1 pz4,´1q
´1 f1f4 ` pz3,´1q
´1 z4,´3 pz4,´1q
´1 f1f3
` z2,´2 pz2,0q
´1 pz3,´1q
´1 pz4,´1q
´1 f1f3f4 ` z1,´1 pz2,0q
´1 f2,
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z
p2q
1,´1 “ J
´
Y1,´5 ` pY1,´3q
´1 Y2,´4 ` pY2,´2q
´1 Y3,´3Y4,´3 ` Y3,´3 pY4,´1q
´1
`pY3,´1q
´1 Y4,´3 ` Y2,´2 pY3,´1q
´1 pY4,´1q
´1 ` Y1,´1 pY2,0q
´1
¯
f1.
As before, z
p2q
3,´1 and z
p2q
4,´1 are similar to z
p2q
1,´1 so we do not write them.
(2,2)
(1,1) (3,1) (4,1)
p2, 0q
p1,´1q p3,´1q p4,´1q
p2,´2q
p1,´3q p3,´3q p4,´3q
p2,´4q
p1,´5q p3,´5q p4,´5q
p2,´6q
Mutation at p3,´1q.
degpz
p2q
3,´1q “ e3.
(2,2)
(1,1) (3,1) (4,1)
p2, 0q
p1,´1q p3,´1q p4,´1q
p2,´2q
p1,´3q p3,´3q p4,´3q
p2,´4q
p1,´5q p3,´5q p4,´5q
p2,´6q
Mutation at p4,´1q.
degpz
p2q
4,´1q “ e4.
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(2,2)
(1,1) (3,1) (4,1)
p2, 0q
p1,´1q p3,´1q p4,´1q
p2,´2q
p1,´3q p3,´3q p4,´3q
p2,´4q
p1,´5q p3,´5q p4,´5q
p2,´6q
Mutation at p2, 0q.
degpz
p3q
2,0q “ 0.
z
p3q
2,0 “ z2,´6 pz2,´4q
´1 ` z1,´5 pz1,´3q
´1 pz2,´4q
´1 z2,´2z3,´5 pz3,´3q
´1 z4,´5 pz4,´3q
´1
` pz1,´3q
´1 z1,´1z3,´5 pz3,´3q
´1 z4,´5 pz4,´3q
´1
` z1,´5 pz1,´3q
´1 pz3,´3q
´1 z3,´1z4,´5 pz4,´3q
´1
` z1,´5 pz1,´3q
´1 z3,´5 pz3,´3q
´1 pz4,´3q
´1 z4,´1
` pz1,´3q
´1 z1,´1z2,´4 pz2,´2q
´1 pz3,´3q
´1 z3,´1z4,´5 pz4,´3q
´1
` pz1,´3q
´1 z1,´1z2,´4 pz2,´2q
´1 z3,´5 pz3,´3q
´1 pz4,´3q
´1 z4,´1
` z1,´5 pz1,´3q
´1 z2,´4 pz2,´2q
´1 pz3,´3q
´1 z3,´1 pz4,´3q
´1 z4,´1
` pz1,´3q
´1 z1,´1 pz2,´4q
2 pz2,´2q
´2 pz3,´3q
´1 z3,´1 pz4,´3q
´1 z4,´1
` pz2,´2q
´1 z2,0z4,´5 pz4,´1q
´1 ` pz2,´2q
´1 z2,0z3,´5 pz3,´1q
´1
` z1,´5 pz1,´1q
´1 pz2,´2q
´1 z2,0 `
`
t` t´1
˘
z2,´4 pz2,´2q
´2 z2,0
` z1,´3 pz1,´1q
´1 pz2,´2q
´2 pz2,0q
2 z3,´3 pz3,´1q
´1 z4,´3 pz4,´1q
´1
` z4,´5 pz4,´3q
´1 pz4,´1q
´1 f4 ` z3,´5 pz3,´3q
´1 pz3,´1q
´1 f3
` z1,´5 pz1,´3q
´1 pz1,´1q
´1 f1 ` pz1,´3q
´1 z2,´4 pz2,´2q
´1 f1
` z2,´4 pz2,´2q
´1 pz3,´3q
´1 f3 ` z2,´4 pz2,´2q
´1 pz4,´3q
´1 f4
` pz1,´1q
´1 pz2,´2q
´1 z2,0z3,´3 pz3,´1q
´1 z4,´3 pz4,´1q
´1 f1
` z1,´3 pz1,´1q
´1 pz2,´2q
´1 z2,0 pz3,´1q
´1 z4,´3 pz4,´1q
´1 f3
` z1,´3 pz1,´1q
´1 pz2,´2q
´1 z2,0z3,´3 pz3,´1q
´1 pz4,´1q
´1 f4
` pz1,´1q
´1 pz3,´1q
´1 z4,´3 pz4,´1q
´1 f1f3
` z1,´3 pz1,´1q
´1 pz3,´1q
´1 pz4,´1q
´1 f3f4
` pz1,´1q
´1 z3,´3 pz3,´1q
´1 pz4,´1q
´1 f1f4
` pz1,´1q
´1 z2,´2 pz2,0q
´1 pz3,´1q
´1 pz4,´1q
´1 f1f3f4 ` pz2,0q
´1 f2.
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“J
´
Y2,´6 ` Y1,´5 pY2,´4q
´1 Y3,´5Y4,´5
` pY1,´3q
´1 Y3,´5Y4,´5 ` Y1,´5 pY3,´3q
´1 Y4,´5 ` Y1,´5Y3,´5 pY4,´3q
´1
` pY1,´3q
´1 Y2,´4 pY3,´3q
´1 Y4,´5 ` pY1,´3q
´1 Y2,´4Y3,´5 pY4,´3q
´1
` Y1,´5Y2,´4 pY3,´3q
´1 pY4,´3q
´1 ` pY1,´3q
´1 pY2,´4q
2 pY3,´3q
´1 pY4,´3q
´1
` pY2,´2q
´1 Y4,´5Y4,´3 ` pY2,´2q
´1 Y3,´5Y3,´3 ` Y1,´5Y1,´3 pY2,´2q
´1
`
`
t` t´1
˘
Y2,´4 pY2,´2q
´1 ` Y1,´3 pY2,´2q
´2 Y3,´3Y4,´3
` Y4,´5 pY4,´1q
´1 ` Y3,´5 pY3,´1q
´1 ` Y1,´5 pY1,´1q
´1
` pY1,´3q
´1 pY1,´1q
´1 Y2,´4 ` Y2,´4 pY3,´3q
´1 pY3,´1q
´1 ` Y2,´4 pY4,´3q
´1 pY4,´1q
´1
` pY1,´1q
´1 pY2,´2q
´1 Y3,´3Y4,´3 ` Y1,´3 pY2,´2q
´1 pY3,´1q
´1 Y4,´3
` Y1,´3 pY2,´2q
´1 Y3,´3 pY4,´1q
´1 ` pY1,´1q
´1 pY3,´1q
´1 Y4,´3
` Y1,´3 pY3,´1q
´1 pY4,´1q
´1 ` pY1,´1q
´1 Y3,´3 pY4,´1q
´1
`pY1,´1q
´1 Y2,´2 pY3,´1q
´1 pY4,´1q
´1 ` pY2,0q
´1
¯
“ J prLpY2,´6qstq .
Remark 8.0.1. Note here that the coefficient of Y2,´4 pY2,´2q
´1 is t` t´1. This coefficient
is actually the only coefficient of rLpY2,´6qst to not be equal to 1. The quantum cluster
variables being bar-invariant, all coefficients in the decomposition of the cluster variables
into sums of commutative polynomials in the variables Y ˘1i,r are symmetric polynomials in
t˘1 (P pt´1q “ P ptq). Thus this is the only coefficient that could have been different from
the corresponding one in rLpY2,´6qst, as it could also have been equal to 2, or any t
k` t´k.
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